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PITCH DESIGNATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
 
 
The pitch designation method illustrated in Figure A is used consistently 
throughout this document.  Pitches and piccolo keys are referred to in capital letters.  
When references are made to specific octaves, they are denoted as follows: 
 




      D1-B1           C2-B2            C3-B3          C4 
Figure A. Pitch Designation 
 
 The terminology for fingering abbreviations illustrated in Figure B are used 
throughout this document: 
 
Th- Lefthand thumb 
L1- Left index finger    R1- Right index finger 
L2- Left middle finger   R2- Right middle finger 
L3- Left ring finger      R3- Right ring finger 
L4- Left pinky finger    R4- Right pinky finger 





















                                                           





The purpose of this document is to explore the mechanical development of the 
piccolo in relation to the flute.  Although there have been several studies conducted 
about the mechanical development of the flute, the piccolo has never received this 
special attention and deserves to have its story told.  The piccolo has gained prominence 
as an integral part of the orchestra and has also become a popular solo instrument.  
Mechanically, the piccolo has developed slowly in relation to the flute from a one-key 
instrument to the modern Boehm system in use today.   
The first step in this project began with an investigation of the writings that 
already exist on this subject, such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, books, and 
dissertations.  Next, interviews were conducted with museum curators, instrument 
makers, and performers, and historical instrument collections throughout the world were 
examined.  After careful review of these materials, a complete mechanical development 
of the piccolo has been developed.   
Each chapter of this document examines the mechanical improvements in terms 
of the tube and materials, the headjoint, and the mechanism during each stylistic period.  
With careful examination of the physical properties of each instrument, the reasons for 
these changes will become clear.  The following chapters will include pertinent 
information regarding the similarities and differences between the piccolo and the flute, 
the role and importance of families of flutemakers, as well as shed light on reasons why 
composers became interested in scoring for these small flutes.  
 1 
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 In March 2006 while on a spring break trip with my parents to see Mount 
Rushmore, I requested that we make a stop at the University of South Dakota to 
see the National Music Museum (NMM) and Center for Study of the History of 
Musical Instruments in Vermillion, SD.  I was amazed to see so many unusual 
flutes and piccolos, so I took a picture of each instrument to use for teaching and 
presentation purposes. (Yes, photography was allowed)  After the tour I learned 
that the museum was founded in 1973 and is one of the greatest institutions of its 
kind in the world.  The instruments on display only make up seven percent of the 
collection, which includes more than 14,800 American, European, and non-
Western instruments from virtually all cultures and historical periods. 
 While performing at the International Piccolo Symposium (IPS) in 2007 
and 2009 I had the opportunity to meet and befriend Stephanie Kocher, Instructor 
of Flute at the University of South Dakota and Dordt College in Iowa.  She was 
the winner of IPS’s 2009 “Call for Presentations” and gave a wonderful 
presentation titled “What Was He Thinking When He Wrote That?” sponsored by 
the NMM.  The museum allowed her to bring a large piccolo collection to display 
during her presentation.  After her presentation, I was sold!  In the last ten years of 
university life, I have studied the history of the flute on countless occasions, and 
every time I wonder why historians just say, “The piccolo followed after the 
flute.”  That might be a true statement, but the piccolo has become a major 
orchestral and solo instrument, and I believe it deserves a little more attention. 
 
 2 
Statement of Purpose 
 
 
The purpose of this document is to explore the mechanical development of 
the piccolo in relation to the flute.  Although there have been several studies 
conducted about the mechanical development of the flute, the piccolo has never 
received this special attention and deserves to have its story told.  The piccolo has 
gained prominence as an integral part of the orchestra and has also become a 
popular solo instrument.  Mechanically, the piccolo has developed slowly in 
relation to the flute from a one-key instrument to the modern Boehm system in use 
today.   
This document is unique because there have been no studies to date that 
completely focus on the mechanical history of the piccolo.  All studies conducted 
have encompassed the mechanical history of the flute.  Due to the colorful role it 
plays, the piccolo has been a significant component to classical repertoire since 
the nineteenth century and deserves the same attention that the flute has received. 
 Historical writings show a lack of consideration for this instrument.  
Specialized method books for the piccolo are extremely rare and are often flute 
tutors adapted for this instrument.  Thanks to the Piccolo Committee of the 
National Flute Association, modern performers and composers are making 
improved efforts to commission works and write tutors specifically for the 
piccolo.  The limited amount of literature does not encourage teachers to promote 
the study of the piccolo in their studios.  This study will strive to foster more 





The first step in this project began with an investigation of the writings that 
already exist on this subject, such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, books, and 
dissertations.  Next, the author conducted interviews with museum curators, 
instrument makers, and performers, as well as examined historical instrument 
collections throughout the world.  After careful review of these materials, a 
complete mechanical development of the piccolo has been compiled.   
With careful examination of the physical properties of each instrument, the 
reasons for specific developments should become clear.  The author will also 
discuss why certain mechanical developments remained and why others were 
abandoned.  The word flute is used throughout this document to refer to the 
regular flute in C and the word piccolo is used to refer to the instrument pitched 
one octave above flute in C, unless specified otherwise.  Instruments numbered 
with the prefix DCM are part of the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection2 at the 
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., instruments numbered with the prefix 
NMM are part of the National Music Museum Collection3 at the University of 
                                                           
2 Flutist, acoustician, and collector, Dayton C. Miller (1866-1941) gained interest in the flute as a 
young boy playing his father’s fife from the Civil War and local fife and drum corps.  In 1901 he 
made his first flute and by 1908 his translation of Theobald Boehm’s Die Flöte und das Flötenspiel 
was published.  As one of the most prolific collectors in the Western Hemisphere, Miller originally 
used eight categories when adding items to his collection: flutes, books, music, portraits, 
autographs, maker’s price lists and catalogues, newspaper clippings, and patent specifications.  
Currently the Dayton C. Miller Collection has four separate, but related collections: flutes and 
flute-like instruments, books and music, works of art, and miscellaneous.  Before his death in 
1941, Miller was preparing to move the entire collection to the Library of Congress in Washington, 
D.C. and install them himself.  The collection arrived in Washington D.C. right before the attack 
on Pearl Harbor and was evacuated to an inland point for safety purposes until the end of the war.  
In 1946, the collection was returned to the Library of Congress and unpacked. 
3 The National Music Museum: America’s Shrine to Music and Center for Study of the History of 
Musical Instruments (NMM) is a musical instrument museum on the campus of the University of 
South Dakota in Vermillion, South Dakota and was founded in 1973.  The museum is fully 
 4 
South Dakota in Vermillion, SD, and instruments numbered with the prefix PHM 





The following theses and dissertations have contributed to the study of the 
piccolo in some capacity.  However, the primary focus of these sources is not 
necessarily the mechanical development of the piccolo.  This document will 
combine and organize the knowledge imbedded in these sources in order to create 
a comprehensive discussion of the mechanical development of the piccolo. 
 Nancy Nourse’s 1981 MM thesis, SUNY Potsdam, titled The Piccolo: an 
Overview of Its History and Instruction5 dedicates one chapter to the history of 
small transverse flutes in relation to the flute from ancient to modern times.  This 
chapter will be used as foundation for a more detailed historical and 
developmental approach.   
 The 1994 thesis The Flute: The Mechanical Improvements on the Body of 
the Orchestral Instrument Since 1847 by Carolyn Nussbaum, MA, University of 
North Texas6, explains the mechanical improvements of the Boehm flute and 
provides a timeline for these mechanical developments.  This thesis reveals an 
                                                           
accredited by the American Association of Museums and is recognized as “A Landmark of 
American Music” by the National Music Council.  It houses many of the earliest, best preserved, 
and historically most important instruments known to survive. 
4 The Powerhouse Museum has had a long history of collecting instrument and acquired its first 
flute in 1884.  The collection currently has twelve piccolos, the first of which entered the collection 
in 1976.  These instruments were made in a variety of places including England, France, the U.S. 
and Australia. 
5 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of Its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 4. 
6 Carolyn Nussbaum, “The Flute: The Mechanical Improvements On The Body of the Orchestral 
Instrument Since 1847” (master’s thesis, University of North Texas, 1994), 1. 
 5 
enormous amount of information that directly relates to the mechanical 
development of Boehm’s piccolo design and will be useful as a model. 
 Susan Marie Beagle Berdalh’s 1985 University of Minnesota Ph.D. 
dissertation, The First Hundred Years of the Boehm Flute in the United States, 
1845-1945: A Biographical Dictionary of American Boehm Flutemakers (Volumes 
I-III)7 has established a record of all known Boehm system flutemakers in the 
United States up to World War II.  Berdalh’s document is intended as a reference 
for those trying to identify instruments by maker and date and provides an 
organized basis for further research.8  An entire chapter of this dissertation is 
dedicated to small and large Boehm flutes, including the C piccolo, D-flat piccolo, 
and A-flat piccolo.  There is also a discussion of bore and material controversies 
for the flute that is applicable for the piccolo and will be extremely useful for this 
document. 
 The mystery of the D-flat piccolo and its adoption and use in amateur brass 
bands during the nineteenth century is the focus of the 1999 DMA dissertation The 
Adoption and Role of the D-flat Piccolo and Other High Band Flutes in the 
Nineteenth-Century American Amateur Band written by Heather Hall Coleman, 
University of Memphis9.  In order to complete this study, Coleman examined 
instruments and photographs from the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection at the 
Library of Congress and the Hazen collection of band ephemera at the 
                                                           
7 Susan Marie Beagle Berdalh, “The First Hundred Years of the Boehm Flute in the United States 
1845-1945: A Biographical Dictionary of American Boehm Flutemakers. Volumes I-III” (Ph.D. 
diss, University of Minnesota, 1986), iii. 
8 Ibid., iii. 
9 Heather Hall Coleman, “The Adoption and Role of the D-flat Piccolo and Other High Band 
Flutes in the Nineteenth-Century American Band.” (D.M.A. diss, University of Memphis, 1999), v. 
 6 
Smithsonian Institution.  She also conducted a systematic analysis of the piccolo 
parts in the band repertoire.10 
 The Piccolo in the Nineteenth Century, a 1987 D.M. document by Zartouhi 
Dombourian-Eby, Northwestern University11, explains the history of the piccolo 
based on repertoire developments, but specific improvements to the instrument are 
not mentioned. 
 
Early Small Transverse Flutes 
 
 
Western Cultures   
Archaeologists have discovered instruments from ancient times made of 
small bone with a varying number of finger holes, which are believed to be 
transverse flutes12. Transverse flutes are instruments, which are held horizontally 
and played by blowing across a lateral embouchure hole.  The development of the 
piccolo began in ancient times when it was in fact a small transverse flute, as well 
as part of a family of transverse flutes in various sizes.  
 The transverse flute emerged in Byzantine society in the eleventh century 
after a prolonged absence in western culture.13  Evidence of its existence during 
this period can be found in Italo-Byzantine images of flutes found on ninth and 
                                                           
10 Ibid., v. 
11 Zartouri Dombourian-Eby, “The Piccolo in the 19th Century” (D.M. diss, Northwestern 
University, 1987). 
12 Transverse flute refers to any variety of horizontally held instrument (also known as a ‘cross 
flute’) played by blowing across a lateral embouchure hole near the end, which is closed by any 
means ranging from a simple natural septum (as in bamboo) to a mechanical device that adjusts the 
position of a cork plug for tuning purposes.  If that device incorporates a threaded rod design 
allowing the cork to be advanced or retracted by rotating the headjoint cap, the device is called the 
‘cork-setting mechanism.’ 
13 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of Its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 10-11. 
 7 
tenth century burial caskets.14  It is believed that the flute arrived in the west from 





During the Medieval period (c.476-1452), the transverse flute with six 
finger holes was made in families of several sizes, spread throughout Europe, and 
was used for various types of secular music.  In thirteenth century Germany it was 
referred to as the swegel or shin bone and was used in secular courtly music along 
with harp, fiddle, and rote.15  By the fourteenth century it appeared as an outdoor 
military instrument with large bells, drums, bagpipes, and trumpets.  Transverse 
flutes of all sizes, including the small transverse flute from the Medieval period 
had a side-blown embouchure hole and was made of a single cylindrical piece of 
hardwood, such as rosewood, cocus, or blackwood.16  This type of embouchure 
hole construction has remained while other aspects of the piccolo have developed 
over time.  The small transverse flute was referenced in the repertoire for the first 
time by Henri d’Andeli (13th c.), who wrote a thirteenth century trouvère song 





During the Renaissance period (1452-1600) the transverse flute continued 
to be used in secular settings, such as the military and in consorts or instrument 
                                                           
14 Ibid., 11. 
15 Ibid., 12-13. 
16 Simon Hunt, Learning to Play the Flute, Vol. I. (London: Pan Educational Music, 1979), 10. 
17 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 12. 
 8 
families in the court.  At this time ensembles of flutes were favored for playing the 
four-part consort repertoire of the period.  The development of woodwind 
instruments was more prolific than any other instrument family from treble-to-
bass sizes.18  The art of woodturning experienced tremendous improvements 
during this period, therefore leading to new developments in design.  Most 
woodwind instruments were turned and bored on a lathe, and surviving 
instruments reveal this high standard of workmanship with smoothly finished 
bores and precisely drilled finger holes.19  Improvements in woodturning perfected 
the quality of sound, intonation, and the projection of each instrument. 
The word flute was a generic term for both recorder and transverse flute 
during the Renaissance.20  The small transverse flute of the Renaissance period 
was fairly simple with a cylindrical bore featuring six finger holes that were 
placed randomly, rather than by pitch.  Performers with smaller hands might find 
the stretch between these randomly spaced holes a bit uncomfortable.21  Standard 
pitch was not established at this time, leading to intonation difficulties.22 
Military Fife 
Along with small transverse flutes the military fife also acted as a 
predecessor to the piccolo in modern form and ranged in size from eight to twenty 
inches, each one larger by two-inch increments.23  It was an un-jointed transverse 
                                                           
18 David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976), 38. 
19 Ibid., 38. 
20 Ibid., 53. 
21 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
22.  
22 Ibid., 22. 
23 Therese M. Wacker, “The Piccolo in the Chamber Music of the Twentieth Century: An 
Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works” (D.M.A. diss, The Ohio State University, 2000), 27. 
 9 
flute with a cylindrical bore, six finger holes, a pair of slinging holes at the end, no 
keys, and brass ferrules or metal bands for protection at the ends.24  The military 
fife was pitched in B-flat, F, D, A-flat or C, had poor intonation, a crude and 
shrill, piercing sound, and played only a diatonic scale.25   
The fife was used with the drum and was first introduced into the military 
in the sixteenth century by the Swiss for one of the earliest forms of military 
music.26  These principal mercenary soldiers spread the instrument all throughout 
Europe.27  The instrument was first used by Swiss troops in the Battle of 
Marignano (1515) and was known as the Fistula militaris, Zwerchpfeiff, 
Schweitzerpfeiff (swiss pipe), or Feldpfeiff (field pipe).28  The fife was used for 
“regulating the movements of soldiers on the march”29 and “to sound commands, 
using different calls, in order to signal to the army what their next move or 
position would be.”30 
Transverse Flutes in Consorts 
In a book on consorts of instruments, Syntagmatis musici (1619), late 
Renaissance composer Michael Praetorious (1571-1621) shows transverse flutes 
and fifes in four sizes that were played by both amateurs and professionals before 
1600 in secular repertoire.31  These sizes and specifications were experimental32, 
                                                           
24 Ibid., 28. 
25 H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon, The Story of the Flute, 2nd ed. (London: Williams Reeves Bookseller 
Limited, 1928), 79. 
26 Ibid., 73. 
27 Ibid., 73. 
28 Ibid., 73. 
29 Christopher Welch, History of the Boehm Flute, 2nd ed. (New York: G. Schirmer, 1961), 232. 
30 Therese M. Wacker, “The History of the Piccolo,” in The Complete Piccolo by Jan Gippo (King 
of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Company, 1996), 27.  
31 Claudia Anderson, “The Flute in Early America,” Flute Talk 25, no. 2 (October 2005): 22. 
32 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 16. 
 10 
although there were three principal sizes separated by a fifth: alto in A, tenor in D, 
and bass in G.33 Renaissance nomenclature is one tone higher than the 
terminology in modern orchestral use.  Transverse flutes in the Renaissance were 
named according to the pitch of the instrument when all six finger holes were 
closed.34  For example, the modern flute pitched in C would have been referred to 
as the flute in B during the Renaissance, because the lowest pitch on the 
instrument is B. 
Instrument makers normally supplied woodwind instruments in consorts.   
Due to the lack of standard pitch, buying an entire consort of flutes was the only 
way to ensure that the instruments would play in tune and balance one another.35  
Small transverse flutes were made with one cylindrical piece of boxwood36 and 
had six finger holes, very small, round embouchure holes, and a stopped end after 
the embouchure hole.37  Intonation was extremely poor requiring performers with 





During the Baroque period (1600-1750) the fife was still used in the 
military, and the favorite of the family of transverse flutes retain a position in the 
                                                           
33 David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976): 54. 
34 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 21. 
35 David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976): 38. 
36 Boxwood or palmwood (Buxus sempervirens) is a fine-grained, moderately heavy wood that was 
frequently used for baroque woodwind instruments.  It is fairly easy to identify by its light color 
and its dense structure, which lends itself to finely detailed turnery.  
37 David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976): 54. 
38 Ibid., 54. 
 11 
ensembles of the period, namely the Baroque version of today’s C flute and 
piccolo.  A piccolo with one key was developed at this time and became a 
necessity for court music.  The addition of this closed key allowed composers to 
write in additional keys and with a wider range of notes.  The military fife and 
small flutes from the period might have been capable of playing in these keys; 
however, the fingering combinations are extremely difficult and require 
exceptional technique.  Another refinement of the piccolo and flute of this period 
was a choice of sections, varying slightly in length, or corps de réchange.  The 
corps de réchange allows the performer to make subtle adjustments in pitch in 
order to correct intonation and match the prevailing pitch of that time and 
location.   
Families of flutemakers also started to emerge during this period.  By the 
seventeenth century, broken consorts replaced homogeneous wind consorts 
making intonation inconsistent.39  Performers had to manipulate their 
embouchures in order to correct poor intonation.  The role of the small transverse 
flute is difficult to examine during the Baroque period due to the ambiguous use 
of the terminology flute, transverse, and recorder.40  The flute or flauto meant 
recorder and not transverse flute.41  Scholars are starting to agree that flute 
pertains to the recorder and flauto transverse or German flute pertains to the 
transverse flute.42   
                                                           
39 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 28. 
40 Ibid., 29. 
41 David Munrow, Instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1976), 11. 
42 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 29. 
 12 
When the question of size is involved, the term flauti piccoli becomes 
extremely important.43  The names kleine Flöte, oktavflöte, petite flûte, dessus de 
flûte, flautino, flauto piccolo, and ottavino could describe similar or different 
instruments during the Baroque period.44  According to Therese Wacker,  
When one speaks of music of the sixteenth through eighteenth 
centuries, the instrument names denote instruments different from 
our modern ones.  For instance, in Handel’s time, flauto piccolo 
referred to a descant recorder, although from Christoph Willibald 
Gluck (1714-1787) onward, it represented the orchestral piccolo.45 
 
Fife 
In 1683, German troops referred to the fife as the Almain whistle, pfeife, 
trommelflöte, or drum-flute.46  The French fife spoke louder and was much more 
piercing than the German fife, because it was shorter and narrower.47  For some 
time, the fife disappeared from the French army altogether but was restored by 
Napoleon.48   
According to Fitzgibbon, “The instrument [fife] was first used in the 
English army in the reign of Henry VIII who sent to Vienna for fifes.”49  The fife 
disappeared from the English army for a while and was replaced by the bagpipe 
and the hautboy during the reign of Charles I.50 At Maestricht in 1747 the fife was 
re-introduced to the British Guards.51  This re-introduction was attributed to the 
                                                           
43 Ibid., 29. 
44 Ibid., 29. 
45 Therese M. Wacker, “The History of the Piccolo,” in The Complete Piccolo by Jan Gippo (King 
of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Company, 1996), 28. 
46 H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon, The Story of the Flute, 2nd ed. (London: Williams Reeves Bookseller 
Limited, 1928), 74. 
47 Christopher Welch, History of the Boehm Flute, 2nd ed. (New York: G. Schirmer, 1961), 234. 
48 H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon, The Story of the Flute, 2nd ed. (London: Williams Reeves Bookseller 
Limited, 1928), 76. 
49 Ibid., 76. 
50 Ibid., 78. 
51 Ibid., 78. 
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Duke of Cumberland.52  British and colonial armies began enlisting nine and ten-
year-old boys to serve as fifers.53  In his opera Almira (1705), George Frideric 
Handel (1685-1759) pays homage to the military fife by writing for a band of 
cymbals, drums, and fifes.54   
One-Key Piccolo (c.1660) 
It is difficult to trace the development of the eighteenth century piccolo, 
because there is little evidence from surviving instruments and developments at 
this time were experimental.55  Boxwood and ebony56 were the materials of choice 
for the piccolo; however, ivory57 was occasionally used even though it was known 
to crack easily.58  The equal-temperament tuning system was also employed 
toward the end of the Baroque period dividing the octave into twelve equally 
spaced chromatic half steps, which lead to further experimentation.  Although this 
tuning system offered greater stability for the piccolo it lacked standardization 
from ensemble to ensemble and country to country.  Pitch might range anywhere 
from A=415 to A=440. 
                                                           
52 Ibid., 78-79. 
53 Music in Colonial Massachusetts 1630-1820, Vol. I (Boston: The University Press of Virginia, 
1980), 719. 
54 H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon, The Story of the Flute, 2nd ed. (London: Williams Reeves Bookseller 
Limited, 1928), 79. 
55 Therese M. Wacker, “The History of the Piccolo,” in The Complete Piccolo by Jan Gippo (King 
of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Company, 1996), 28. 
56 Ebony (Diospyros spec.), African grenadilla or blackwood (Dalbergia melanoxylon), and similar 
tropical woods range in color from dark-brown to black.  A fairly large number of instruments are 
made of a dark, hard tropical wood, which in most cases is probably ebony from Asia.  
57 A few makers’ surviving traversos are made entirely of ivory.  Its quality, such as grain, color 
and state of preservation vary considerably, and is always defined as clearly as possible.  Ivory 
comes from African or Asian elephants, sometimes from mammoths or for smaller beads from 
walrus teeth. 
58 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
23. 
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During the Baroque period, the piccolo became a separate instrument from 
the fife and other small transverse flutes with the development of one key operated 
by R4.59  The flute first received the addition of the closed D-sharp key c.1660 and 
was used in Jean Baptiste Lully’s (1632-1687) orchestra in Paris in 1670. One-key 
piccolos were used in order to perform music written in the keys of D Major, G 
Major, and E Minor, and it is referred to as being closed because its resting 
position is shut or sealed.  
Beginning as a simple, cylindrical tube with six finger holes and made of 
ebony, glass, or even crystal, the flute and piccolo transformed into something a 
little more complex c.1660 with three sections, headjoint, body, and footjoint 
joined by means of tenon and socket construction and one key.60  The D-sharp 
hole and closed key were added to the flute and piccolo to extend the musical 
scale, to provide a wider range of notes, and to enable the performer’s reach of the 
lowest note with greater ease.61  This key opened and closed the lowest tone hole 
and was made of brass or silver.62  Jean Hotteterre (1605-1690/92) receives credit 
for this addition, although the exact date and maker are unknown.63  
The Hotteterre family was the most celebrated family of wind instrument 
makers, performers, and composers at the French court, and they were from the 
                                                           
59 Therese M. Wacker, “The History of the Piccolo,” in The Complete Piccolo by Jan Gippo (King 
of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser Company, 1996), 28. 
60 Zartouhi Dombourian-Eby, “The Piccolo in the Nineteenth Century” (DM diss, Northwestern 
University, 1987), 4. 
61 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
22. 
62 Sandra Graef, “Boehm and Cooper Invented Enduring Flute Improvements,” Flute Talk 23, no. 
10 (July/August 2004): 18. 
63 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
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town of La Couture Boussey, in the Normandy region of France.  Many members 
of the Hotteterre family conducted business as instrument makers in Paris. 
Examples of eighteenth century piccolos with one key are scarce.  The 
one-key piccolo in D in four sections in Figure 1.1 is No. 0667 in the Dayton C. 
Miller Flute Collection and an example made by Thomas Lot III (1708-1787).  
This instrument is made of boxwood with brass keys and animal horn ferrules64.  




Figure 1.1. DCM 0667: Thomas Lot III Piccolo in D (1734-1787) 
 
 
The Lot family was one of the most important families of French 
woodwind instrument makers.  Their leadership dominated the history and the 
development of the flute and piccolo in Paris during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.  Thomas Lot III built flutes for the most prominent Parisian flutists of 
the eighteenth century including Michel Blavet, Johann Baptist Wendling, and 
Jacques-Christophe Naudot.  Louis Lot, one of Lot’s descendants, modified the 
Boehm flute that became the official instrument at the Paris Conservatoire in 
1860. 
During this period the small transverse flute was referenced in method 
books and was used in classical literature.  Many scholars question the instrument 
                                                           
64 A ferrule is a narrow circular ring of metal or sometimes plastic used on piccolos to fasten, join, 
or reinforce. 
65 Anthony C. Baines, The Oxford Companion to Musical Instruments (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 263. 
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choice of Handel and Vivaldi while Bach’s scoring for the small transverse flute 
remains unquestioned.  In “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and 
Instruction” Nancy Nourse explains,  
The earliest reference in literature to an octave transverse flute 
[piccolo] is found in Michel Corrette’s (1707-1795) Méthod pour 
apprendre aisément à jouer de la flüte traversière, Paris c.1735.  The 
type of instrument that Corrette mentioned can be found in the 
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musiue in Paris.  It is an ivory, 
one-key piccolo that is pitched one octave higher than the ordinary 
transverse flute and is dated c.1730-1740.66  
 
It is quite possible that Handel wrote for the one-key piccolo in his opera Rinaldo 
(1711); however, there is debate whether the instrument used was a small 
transverse flute or a recorder.  The instrumentation designation of three concerti 
by Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741), Concerto in C Major, RV 443, Concerto in C 
Major, RV 444, and Concerto in A Minor, RV 445, still remains unanswered.  
Although these concerti might be suitable for sopranino recorder, descant 
recorder, flageolets, or the one-key octave transverse flute, they are easier to play 
on the piccolo.67  Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) included the piccolo in his 
Cantata Ihr werdet weinen und heulen, BWV 103 in 1725.68  
Hotteterre Bore (c.1680) 
The Hotteterre family also transformed the all-cylindrical bore to a 
cylindrical bore head with a conical bore body c.1680.  The new Hotteterre 
piccolo bore construction, which is still an important element of the modern 
piccolo, improved the projection of the low register, eliminated shrillness in the 
                                                           
66 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 33. 
67 Ibid., 30. 
68 Neville H. Fletcher and Thomas D. Rossing, The Physics of Musical Instruments, 2nd ed. (New 
York: Springer-Verlag New York, Inc., 1998), 11-12. 
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upper register, and also improved intonation in all registers.  The size of the finger 
holes was reduced, therefore creating greater control of the upper octave and 
cross-fingered notes.  This type of construction facilitated the shaping of the bore 
and made slight pitch adjustments possible by pulling out the headjoint.69  This 
new development was also intended for the orchestra of Jean Baptiste Lully in 
France.70 
Corps de Réchange (c.1720) 
 Because pitch standardization was still unheard of at this time, flutemakers 
c.1720 developed transverse flutes with four sections and corps de réchange, or 
three to six upper-middle or left hand interchangeable joints of various sizes.  
These interchangeable joints differed in length by about a quarter of an inch.  
Performers used the upper-middle joint that was as close to the prevailing pitch 
level as possible and adjusted the cork plug at the end of the headjoint to change 
the length of the instrument and therefore manipulate the pitch of the instrument.71   
The corps de réchange improved the intonation temporarily, but it did not 
solve the intonation problems that were caused by bore size and the finger hole 
placement.72  Performers were still required to make drastic changes with the 
embouchure in order to improve pitch. 
 When performers traveled from one location to the next and performed 
with various ensembles they could use these interchangeable joints to 
                                                           
69 Zartouhi Dombourian-Eby, “The Piccolo in the Nineteenth Century” (DM diss, Northwestern 
University, 1987), 4. 
70 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
22. 
71 Ibid., 22. 
72 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
22-23. 
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accommodate the varying pitch standards, temperature, and repertoire.73  As 
Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) pointed out, shorter joints were used during 
quiet movements, so the lower velocity of the airstream would lower the pitch.  
Longer joints were used in allegro movements, so the air velocity would raise the 
pitch.74 
 Figure 1.2 features an anonymous piccolo in C (low pitch) that was made 
in Dresden in the late eighteenth century.  It is made of ebony with an ivory cap 
and ferrules and a silver key with a square flap.  This piccolo is divided into four 
sections plus includes one corps de réchange.75 
 
 








                                                           
73 Robert E. Sheldon, “A Quantz Flute at the Library of Congress,” Edited by Linda Marianiello. 
Flutist Quarterly 19, no. 3 (Spring 1994): 28. 
74 Jeremy Montagu, The Flute (Princes Risborough, England: Shire Publications Ltd., 1990), 63. 
75 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
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CHAPTER II. CLASSICAL PICCOLO (1750-1825) 
 
 The Classical period (1750-1825) was a period of improvement allowing 
the piccolo to play in keys other than D Major, G Major, and e minor, giving the 
composer greater flexibility to set it in orchestral and chamber works and compose 
melodic lines that venture out of the simple diatonic modes, as compared to the 
attention to standardizing the pitch somewhat and improving intonation during the 
Baroque period.  The tubes, materials, and headjoints made during this period 
have been condensed into one major section in this chapter due to similarities in 
the instruments.  The military fife of this period was quite similar to the fife in the 
subsequent periods while the concert piccolo was rapidly changing to follow the 
development of the flute.  Although these changes occurred rather quickly, the 
development of the piccolo still significantly lagged behind the development of 
the flute. 
 
TUBE, MATERIALS, AND HEADJOINT 
 
Two-Piece Piccolo 
Although the two-piece piccolo is the standard instrument used today, it 
was not commonly made during this period.  Perhaps makers preferred to use the 
design of the flute in three sections as a model for the piccolo.  The two-piece 
piccolo catalogued DCM 0769 was made by Euler in Frankfurt am Main from 
1810 to 1873.  It features six nickel-silver keys with round, flat flaps76, pin in 
                                                           
76 Key flaps or flat key flaps refer to the flat, pad-retaining end of an early woodwind key that was 
padded with a piece of soft leather to cover its tonehole.  The shape was usually square or round, 
with many decorative variations.   
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block77, a tuning slide in the metal-lined headjoint, an ivory headjoint upper 
section, and nickel-silver ferrules.  The nickel-silver sheet metal ferrule could 
possibly be original to the instrument, or it could have been added to repair a 
crack in the instrument.78 
Three-Piece Piccolo 
 The most commonly used piccolo during this period was the three-piece 
piccolo.  For example, No. 0964 of the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection is a 
piccolo in E-flat in three sections (head, body, and foot) by Bühner and Keller that 
was made in Strasbourg sometime between 1802 and 1844.  This piccolo is made 
of boxwood with an ivory cap and ferrules and a single square flap brass key.  The 
mortice79 for the ivory ferrule has simply been re-cut upward, partly obliterating 
the maker name stamp.  However, the ivory ferrules in that shortened location also 
seems to have taken part of the stamp “Keller” suggesting that this alteration was 
done at the maker’s shop.  The footjoint is short beneath the E-flat tonehole and 
the key block is pre-pinned with a threaded iron pin.  The footjoint appears to 
have been shortened either as a repair or as a way of disguising a manufacturing 
mistake.80  Although the three-piece piccolo seemed to be the instrument of choice 
                                                           
77 Pin in block refers to the early methods of including key mounts as an integral part of the tubing 
or body materials of woodwinds, whether carved from wood or ivory.  Oversize ferrules or beads 
were left during the outer turning operation and designed to be channeled and drilled to mount one 
or more keys.  The entire ferrule supporting such keywork either remained in place, partly as a 
decorative device, or had most of its circumference cut away, leaving only a block with a channel 
for the key.  In either case, each key was usually mounted with a brass pin as the fulcrum or pivot. 
78 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
79 A mortice is a woodworking term that refers to a recess cut into a piece of wood that accepts a 
tenon. 
80 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
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during this period, it eventually fell out of favor by the majority of performers and 
makers. 
Four-Piece Piccolo 
 While two- and three-piece instruments were common during this time, 
Thomas Lot III (1708-1787) was also responsible for making piccolos in four 
sections, such as DCM 0667 made of boxwood.  This piccolo in D (C) was made 
in Paris from 1734 to 1787 with one square, or slightly trapezoid brass key, pin in 
block, and animal horn ferrules.81  Like the three-piece piccolo, the design of the 
four-piece piccolo was soon forgotten. 
Ebony 
In On Playing the Flute (1752), Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) 
never mentions the octave flute, but there is a possibility that he was familiar with 
an instrument similar to the octave flute, because the list of instruments in his 
book includes Quartflöten, flutes d’amour, and little Quartflöten.82  Although 
Quantz never mentions the octave flute he does mention the use of ebony as a 
material for these instruments and writes, “Ebony produces the clearest and most 
beautiful tone.”83  Perhaps there is truth in this statement, because makers 
continued to use ebony for piccolos during the nineteenth century. 
Cocus  
 
 Like ebony, cocus was also a popular material used to make piccolos 
during this period.  Cocus is found mainly in South America and is closer grained 
                                                           
81 Ibid. 
82 Nancy Nourse, “The Piccolo: An Overview of its History and Instruction” (master’s thesis, State 
University of New York at Potsdam, 1981), 36. 
83 Tammy Evans Yonce, “The Flute in the Baroque Period,” Flute Talk 24, no. 9 (May/June 2005): 
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and lighter in weight than African blackwood.  Therefore, many flutmakers 
thought it had a more brilliant sound when compared to grenadilla84.  There is a 
possibility that this is why some piccolo makers today, such as Philipp Hammig 
Company are still making piccolos from cocus wood.  The two-piece piccolo in 
D-flat mentioned above uses this material for the body along with an ivory 
headjoint upper section and a metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide.85  
Boxwood 
 Boxwood is a very light material and has a bright sound.  This particular 
type of wood is easy to turn, because it did not wear down woodturning tools as 
grenadilla can.  Despite the fact that boxwood often bends due to the instrument 
making process and weather changes, piccolos continued to be made from 
boxwood during this century as DCM 0964 demonstrates.  The three-piece piccolo 
in E-flat, which is mentioned above, was made by Bühner and Keller in 
Strasbourg between 1802 and 1844.86  Boxwood was a common material 
specifically used for headjoints during this time.  Along with DCM 0964, the 
Thomas Lott piccolo labeled DCM 0667 was also made with a boxwood 
headjoint.87   
 
 
                                                           
84 Grenadilla or African Blackwood (Dalbergia melanoxylon) is a purplish brown core or 
heartwood of a thorny, scraggly-branched tree indigenous to the savannahs and tropical lowlands 
of East and Central Africa.  It has been used for centuries in carving and turnery and is the most 
popular wood used to manufacture woodwind instruments.  This hard, heavy, fine-grained wood 
machines well and is very durable.  It contains an oily resin that naturally repels moisture and has a 
glassy smooth finish. 
85 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 





 The ivory headjoint upper section of the piccolo marked DCM 0769 
suggests that ivory was also a common headjoint material during this century, 
although there is a possibility it was used primarily to decorate wooden piccolos.  
The ivory headjoint cylinder terminates at each end with a wide (17mm.) nickel-
silver sheet metal ferrule.88  These ferrules were possibly added in order to repair a 
crack in this headjoint. 
Tuning Slide 
Eventually, in the middle of the eighteenth century, a tuning slide was 
added to the headjoint.89  This type of headjoint is used on many of the piccolos 
listed above.  It is possible that Richard Potter (1726-1806), one of the most 
important flute makers in late eighteenth-century London, could be responsible for 
this addition to the piccolo giving the performer the option to manipulate the pitch 
of the instrument.90  Although modern piccolos are not made with the tuning slide 
headjoint, headjoints on modern piccolos do have the ability to move in a similar 
fashion and therefore adjust pitch. 
 
BODY AND MECHANISM 
 
During the Classical period, the piccolo was well established in Europe 
and used for programmatic and military effects in orchestral and chamber music.  
Despite its occasional role as a reference to its military counterpart in concert 
                                                           
88 Ibid. 
89 Wind Instruments of European Art Music. Horniman Museum and Library (London: Inner 
London Education Authority), 36. 
90 National Music Museum, “Two Flutes by Richard Potter, ca. 1750-1770,” National Music 
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music, the piccolo evolved into a more sophisticated version of the fife in terms of 
mechanical design.  Some piccolos from the eighteenth century, called miniature 
flutes, were made with additional keys, a footjoint, and a cylindrical bore like the 
flute, rather than a typical conical bore.91 
Military Fife   
During the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), drummers and 
fifers formed a separate group of musicians in the American Continental Army.92  
These musicians provided music for everyday military activities.93  As the highest 
pitched instrument in the military concert band, the piccolo was used for doubling 
the melody in the extreme range and continuing passages that are too high for the 
flute.94  According to iconography, diaries, newspaper accounts, and military 
records, the American Continental Army used fife and drum music in independent 
groups, as well as in regiments.95  Fifers were also used in English cavalry 
regiments and in British Infantry in the Crimean War.96 The D-sharp key was 
added to the fife c.1780, and soon after, the cylindrical fife was replaced by the 
small conical keyed flute.97 
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One-Key Piccolo 
 As previously mentioned, one-key piccolos were used in order to perform 
court music written in the keys of D Major, G Major, and E Minor.  The Thomas 
Lot III piccolo in D (C), DCM 0667, found in Figure 1.1 also demonstrates the 
one-key piccolo of the Classical period.  This particular instrument was made with 
one closed D-sharp key in Paris from 1734 to 1787.98  Although the one-key 
piccolo simplified fingering combinations in the keys listed above, it still lagged 
behind piccolos with additional keys, which had a larger range and the ability to 
play in keys with multiple sharps and flats. 
Four-Key Piccolo (c.1760) 
In London, flutemakers Joseph Tacet (?-1801), Caleb Gedney (1754-
1769), Richard Potter, and Pietro Florio (c.1730-1795) added three new keys 
nearly simultaneously to the existing fingering system in order to expand the 
range of the instrument and to eliminate awkward cross-fingerings.99  According 
to Dombourian-Eby:  
The three new keys included a lengthwise B-flat key for Th, a lengthwise 
G-sharp key for L4, and a crosswise F key operated by R3, which also had 
to operate the E finger hole.  These three notes previously had the worst 
intonation and tone quality of any notes on the one-key piccolo.  They 
were greatly improved by the addition of keys, and composers no longer 
had to avoid these pitches.100 
 
In 1791 Johann George Tromlitz (1725-1805) received credit for creating 
the first piccolo with multiple keys, though there is no evidence in Tromlitz’s 
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book The Keyed Flute to support this.101  In 1824, Michael Janusch, the flute 
teacher at the Prague Conservatory, claimed he was the inventor of the multi-
keyed piccolo.  He was quoted as saying: 
It would be desirable to make the piccolo flutes in orchestras 
generally more useful by providing them with similar keys [to those 
of the six-keyed flute], and that the players practice with these 
modified instruments in order to be able to perform movements in 
more distant keys.  The piccolo flute which is usually played by 
flutists in the orchestra [historical source incomplete here], I have 
had constructed with six keys in order to use them in more distant 
keys.  Every flutist in the orchestra can easily practice on a piccolo 
with six keys, since there is no difference in the mechanics between 
this and the flute, and one will easily be able to play in tune in the 
keys of several sharps or even flats on a piccolo flute with keys. 
 
Despite this claim, there is no evidence of a multiple-key piccolo before the 
1820s.102  Although the fingering combinations for the four-key piccolo were 
perhaps much easier than those used to operate the one-key piccolo and the four-
key piccolo played with less effort in keys with multiple sharps and flats, the six-
key piccolo soon replaced both the one-key and the four-key piccolo. 
Six-Key Piccolo (1782-1786) 
The piccolo used during the time of Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 
was possibly an open-holed, ring-keyed Meyer system instrument with a tiny 
embouchure hole.  However, it is believed that this instrument was unable to meet 
the demands of the scope and power of Beethoven’s music.103  His increasing 
deafness could explain his interest in including the piccolo in a great deal of his 
                                                           
101 Therese M. Wacker, “The Piccolo in the Chamber Music of the Twentieth Century: An 
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orchestral music from 1805 onward.  The instrument is not used to double the 
flutes but to add effects of its own.104  
 In 1782 Dr. J.H. Ribock added a C key, which was operated by R1 with a 
long shank.  The second additional key was a duplicate F key operated by L4 and 
created by Tromlitz in 1786.  This key was known as the “long F” and was used to 
facilitate fingers alternating between D/F and D-sharp/F.  Additional keys were 
initially used primarily for trills, shakes, and other ornamentations.  As new 
systems developed the six-key piccolo is referred to as the “simple”105 or “old” 
system instrument.106  This instrument was popular well into the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries as many performers switched to a Boehm system flute, but 
continued to play a six-key piccolo.  Eventually though, as new generations of 
performers emerge, the Boehm system piccolo replaced the six-key piccolo. 
Multi-Keyed Piccolo (1791) 
 As mentioned above, Tromlitz receives credit for the multi-keyed piccolo 
of 1791; however, Michael Janusch, claimed responsibility for introducing keys to 
the piccolo in the Berliner Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung of 1824.  Multiple 
keys made the piccolo more useful in the orchestra, allowed performance in more 
distant keys, and improved intonation in keys with several sharps and flats.107  
Like the six-key piccolo mentioned above the multi-keyed piccolo was replaced 
by Boehm’s piccolo in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
                                                           
104 James Galway, Flute (New York: Schirmer Books, 1982), 38. 
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CHAPTER III. ROMANTIC PICCOLO (1825-1900) 
 
 
During the 1800s flute and piccolo makers tried to make the technical 
passages of that time easier to play by experimenting with different mechanisms.  
Many of the new mechanical developments were quite experimental during this 
period.  Composers wrote more soloistically as the design progressed and the 
mechanism gained fluency. 
While makers experimented with adding keys to the pre-Boehm flute, 
piccolos remained less developed.108  Eventually these improvements were also 
introduced to the piccolo.  Makers continued to experiment with the piccolo bore 
and added additional keys, which increased the chances of the body cracking.  The 
eight-key piccolo was prominent during this period, but it was time for Theobald 
Boehm’s (1794-1881) new improvements.109  These new models used rods and 
axles eliminating much drilling and potential cracking of the wood body.  As 
Boehm’s developments started to catch on with many flute and piccolo makers, 
many decided to experiment with aspects of Boehm’s original design and 
incorporated it in their own mechanical systems.  The Boehm system however, 
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109 Sandra Graef, “Boehm and Cooper Invented Enduring Flute Improvements,” Flute Talk 23, no. 
10 (July/August 2004): 18. 
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 Although the two-piece piccolo was not commonly made or used during 
the Classical period, makers during the Romantic period (1825-1900), favored this 
design.  DCM 0355 from an anonymous maker is in the key of E-flat and was 
made in the late nineteenth century.  This instrument was made with six nickel-
silver keys and ferrules, post and rod110, direct mounts111, and a tuning slide in a 
metal-lined headjoint.  Another example with two sections also belongs to the 
Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection.  DCM 0672 is a piccolo in D-flat and was 
made by A. Osmanek in Schönbach c.1850-1895.  It has six keys with modern-
style key cups112, post and rod, a metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide, brass 
keys and ferrules, and nickel-silver hinge tubes.113  Like the two-piece piccolo of 
this period, modern piccolos continue to be made today as a two-sectioned 
instrument. 
 
                                                           
110 Post and rod refers to the later mechanical method that employed all metal key work replacing 
the block mount with two posts, which would support one or more keys.  Each pair of posts might 
be drilled to receive a fulcrum pin like the pin used in the pin in block method or, more commonly 
the posts were drilled and one taped to retain a steel screw that functioned as a pin.  Instead of 
drilling a hole through the key for a pin, a larger hole was made to accommodate a hinge tube or 
hinge rod that was inserted and soldered through it to rotate either on a pin or screw, or between 
two short steeply tapered pivot screws in the posts.  By increasing the effective width of the key 
pivot, the hinge tube improved stability and alignment.  It also permitted easy repair of 
misalignment resulting from lateral wear by the technique of stretching the hinge tube over its pin 
with swedging pliers.  If stretched too far, the original hinge tube or a replacement could be 
quickly adjusted with a hinge tube end cutter. 
111 Direct mount refers to the direct method of attaching a post whereby each post was threaded on 
the bottom and screwed into a hole tapped in a nonmetallic instrument body. 
112 Modern-style key cup refers to those early key designs having a modern-style pad retainer or 
cup.  Early examples of this key cup design were similar to the modern recessed key cup form, 
which takes a disc-shaped stuffed pad, but were otherwise old-fashioned with respect to mounts 
and other elements. 
113 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 




 While the two-piece piccolo proved to be successful, some makers 
experimented with three-piece instruments during this period.  DCM 0268 is a 
piccolo in D-flat made by an anonymous English or American maker from the 
early nineteenth century.  It has one brass key with a round flat flap, pin in block, 
bone cap and ferrules, and a separate footjoint.  Another example, DCM 1629 
piccolo in C was possibly made by an anonymous English maker in the early 
nineteenth century.  This three-section piccolo (headjoint, upper body, lower 
body) has one silver key or square flap, pin in block, and ivory end cap and 
ferrules.114  As previously mentioned, although the three-piece design is standard 
for flutes today, it lost favor in piccolo design and was replaced by the two-piece 
piccolo due to its size and acoustics. 
Materials 
 In the nineteenth century, piccolos continue to be made from different 
types of wood, including cocoawood, boxwood, and grenadilla.  In some cases 
ivory parts were added to these instruments.  Boxwood piccolos were the least 
expensive, and grenadilla piccolos were the most expensive, with cocoawood 
falling somewhere in between.  Throughout the nineteenth century, piccolos were 
made with one, four, or six keys.  With each additional key added, the cost of the 
instrument would increase dramatically.  Boehm system piccolos were about ten 
times as expensive as those made with only four or six keys.115  
 
                                                           
114 Ibid. 
115 Heather Hall Coleman, “The Adoption and Role of the D-flat Piccolo and Other High Band 
Flutes in the 19th Century” (D.M.A. diss, University of Memphis, 1999), 27. 
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Grenadilla 
 Grenadilla became a standard material for piccolos during this time and 
has remained the most popular material in use today because of its dense, rich, 
focused sound.  Grenadilla has a reedy quality that can penetrating through a large 
ensemble.  In the late nineteenth century, Heinrich Friedrich Meyer made a 
piccolo in D-flat, DCM 0086, in Hannover, Germany.  This grenadilla piccolo has 
six nickel-silver keys with modern-style key cups, post and rod on flanges116, a 
tuning slide in the ebonite117 head, and a nickel-silver cap and ferrules.118   
Cocus 
 Despite the success and popularity of grenadilla, many makers began 
making piccolos with cocus because of the slightly different overtone series it 
produces.  Cocus also has a sweet, clear, and elegant sound.  Many makers, such 
as Philipp Hammig continue to make piccolos from cocus today.  In New York 
from 1859 to 1920 Theodore Berteling (1821-1890) made a piccolo in D-flat of 
cocus in two sections (DCM 0383) with six keys and ferrules, post and rod, direct 
mount, a tuning slide in a metal-lined ivory headjoint (upper section), an ebonite 
barrel, a nickel silver end cap cover, and name plate.  In Paris, from 1812 to 1922 
Lefevre was also making piccolos from cocus.  DCM 0341 piccolo in C is made in 
                                                           
116 On flanges refers to cases in which only two posts were soldered or riveted to a single flange, 
often of a diamond, crescent, or other decorative shape, that was attached to the instrument body.  
The flange method applies almost exclusively to nonmetal instrument bodies that were sometimes 
mortised to have the flanges recessed to be flush with the surface. 
117 Ebonite is a hard, vulcanized (a chemical process for converting rubber into a more durable 
material) rubber composition that resembles a dark wood.  It gives the piccolo a sweet rich tone.  It 
does not warp or crack and is absolutely stable and unaffected by temperature or humidity.  The 
use of this material in piccolo construction has proved successful especially for beginner and 
school instruments because it is cheap and easy to machine. 
118 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
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two sections with six nickel-silver keys with modern-style key cups, post and rod, 
ferrules, metal-lined headjoint socket (partial), and tenons on the body. 
Alfred G. Badger (1815-1892) was one of the first makers to advertise a 
piccolo made of cocoawood, which is a similar material to cocus wood.119  
However, an instrument made of this material is currently unavailable. 
Boxwood 
 Even though boxwood is no longer used to make piccolos today, it was a 
favored material for piccolos made during this period.  Jean-François Martin made 
a boxwood piccolo in C (low pitch) in La Couture in 1827 (DCM 0622).  This 
instrument’s embouchure hole has been crudely enlarged.  It has one brass key, a 
round flap, pin in block, three sections, and black horn ferrules.  DCM 0030 by 
Firth Hall and Pond piccolo in E-flat followed in New York in 1833-1847.  This 
boxwood piccolo has one brass key, a round flat flap, pin in block, is made in two 
sections with a conical bore, and possibly has a bone cap and ferrules.120 
Ebony 
 Ebony was also a popular material for piccolos during this period, but is no 
longer used in piccolo manufacturing due to its scarcity.  Wilhelm Liebel (1793-
1871) made a piccolo in C in Dresden 1823-c.1886 (DCM 0789) from ebony.  It 
has six nickel-silver keys and ferrules, round flat flaps, pin in metal-lined blocks, 
and two sections.121  I. Ziegler made a piccolo in D-flat with the same material in 
Vienna 1821-1895 (DCM 0221).  This instrument also had six silver keys, a 
                                                           
119 Susan Marie Beagle Berdahl, “The First Hundred Years of the Boehm Flute In the United 
States, 1845-1945: A Biographical Dictionary of American Boehm Flutemakers” (Ph.D. diss, 
University of Minnesota, 1985), 184. 
120 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
121 Ibid. 
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shallow saltspoon122, pin in metal-lined block, ferrules, a metal-lined headjoint, 
and a cork-setting mechanism in the headjoint as seen in Figure 3.1.123 
 
Figure 3.1. Cork-setting Mechanism124 
 
Ebonite (1899) 
 First introduced to the flute and piccolo in 1840, ebonite is a hard, 
rubberized composition resembling a dark wood, that does not warp or crack, but 
is said to produce a sweet, yet rich tone.125  It is an ideal material for beginner or 
school instruments because it is cheap, easy to machine, and can stand abuse from 
amateur players.126  Piccolos were made of ebonite more so than flutes due to their 
                                                           
122 Saltspoon refers to those later key flaps, actually key cups, that were concave—nearly 
hemispherical, like a saltspoon—to receive a stuffed leather pad for more convenient pad seating.  
The back of the pad was essentially the shape of the cup and would automatically swivel to seat 
itself over the tonehole when applied with a heated adhesive such as shellac. 
123 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
124 J.J. Quantz, “Cork-setting mechanism,” http://flutesbaroques.com (accessed June 16, 2010). 
125 Ulric Daubeny, Orchestral Wind Instruments: Ancient and Modern Being an Account of the 
Origin and Evolution of Wind Instruments From the Earliest to the Most Recent Times (London: 
New Temple Press, 1919), 30. 
126 Jeremy Montagu, The Flute (Princes Risborough, England: Shire Publications Ltd., 1990), 44. 
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frequent use in outdoor military bands.127 According to Susan Marie Beagle 
Berdahl in her Ph.D. dissertation,  
In 1839 Charles Goodyear accidentally dropped a bit of sulfur and 
rubber on his kitchen stove.  The lump charred and became tough 
and elastic in both hot and cold temperatures.  The process of mixing 
rubber and sulfur was named ‘vulcanization’ after Vulcan, Roman 
god of fire, and the product, ‘vulcanite.’  Vulcanite is known by a 
number of different names such as ebonite, Indian-rubber, 
vulcanized rubber, gum-elastic, caoutchouc and gutta-percha.  The 
term ‘ebonite’ is the one most often used in connection with musical 
instruments.128 
 
DCM 0380 piccolo in D-flat by A. Collard and Company was made of ebonite in 
London 1882-1891.  It is a cylindrical Boehm system instrument with silver keys 
and ferrules, an open G-sharp key, and lacks a key for the small C-sharp hole.  
This piccolo was made in two sections with a metal-lined headjoint (partial) and 
features a compact arrangement of hinges129 and clutches130.   
By 1899 the C. G. Conn Company131 offered an all ebonite piccolo with a 
conical bore that was completely sheathed with metal, either silver or nickel, 
while the headjoint remained bare.  Performers also had the option to upgrade to 
gold-plated keys.  Around 1915 the company also offered metal cylindrical 
                                                           
127 Zartouri Dombourian-Eby, “The Piccolo in the 19th Century” (D.M. diss, Northwestern 
University, 1987), 369-370. 
128 Susan Marie Beagle Berdahl, “The First Hundred Years of the Boehm Flute In the United 
States, 1845-1945: A Biographical Dictionary of American Boehm Flutemakers” (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Minnesota, 1985), 111. 
129 A hinge is a type of bearing that connects two solid objects, typically allowing only a limited 
angle of rotation between them.  Two objects connected by an ideal hinge rotate relative to each 
other about a fixed axis of rotation.   
130 A clutch is a mechanical device, which provides driving force to another mechanism, typically 
connecting the driven mechanism to the driving mechanism. 
131 C.G. Conn, the oldest continuous manufacturer of band instruments in America, lead the way in 
the U.S. band instrument manufacturing industry in Elkhart, Indiana.  Today, C.G. Conn 
encompasses some of the greatest names in musical instruments; C.G. Conn, King and Benge brass 
instruments, Artley and Armstrong woodwinds, and Scherl and Roth strings. 
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piccolos with a headjoint made of ebonite or wood.  All metal cylindrical piccolos 
made of nickel, silver-plated nickel, and silver followed.132   
The piccolo in D-flat by C. G. Conn (NMM 5348) in Figure 3.1 is a 
conical bore Boehm system instrument with an ebonite lined, nickel-plated 
headjoint and a nickel-plated body.  In 1892 Conn served as a U.S. Congressman 
and introduced a bill for the reorganization of U.S. Army Regiment Bands.  By 






Figure 3.2. NMM 5348: C. G. Conn Piccolo in D-flat, c.1899 
 
 
Ebonite is no longer used in the production of professional piccolos, but continues 
to be a material of choice for student model instruments perhaps due to durability. 
Rosewood 
 
 Louis Lot (1807-1896), the official flute and piccolo supplier for the Paris 
Conservatoire, made piccolos from rosewood, like NMM 3210 piccolo in C 
c.1890.  This conical piccolo has the Boehm 1832 Hybrid system with keys for A, 
F, E, and D.  The donor of this instrument claims it was used for the Buffalo Bill 
                                                           
132 Susan Marie Beagle Berdahl, “The First Hundred Years of the Boehm Flute In the United 
States, 1845-1945: A Biographical Dictionary of American Boehm Flutemakers,” (Ph.D. diss, 
University of Minnesota, 1985): 185. 
133 National Music Museum, “Piccolo,” Woodwind Instrument Collections, 
http://orgs.usd.edu/nmm/collect.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
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Circus.134  Card also made piccolos from rosewood in London 1845-1862.  DCM 
1088 piccolo in C has five silver keys with modern-style key cups, post and rod, 
ferrules, and three finger rings.  This piccolo has a combination of the simple 
system in the left hand with a closed G-sharp key and a Boehm system in the right 
hand.  It is made in two sections with a tuning slide in the metal-lined head and a 
C-sharp/D trill key.135  Rosewood piccolos are still available today upon request 
from the Philipp Hammig Company.  This type of material is very stable and 
machines really well. 
Mahogany 
 On rare occasions, nineteenth-century piccolos were made of mahogany.  
The DCM 1091 piccolo in C by R. Burghley (Burleigh) was made in Camden 
Town (Northwest London) c.1845.  This piccolo was made in two sections and is 
an octave size of a group of experimental flutes from this inventor.  It has one 
japanned, or lacquered wood key for the left thumb and ferrules.136  Unlike many 
of the materials mentioned above, mahogany was used in piccolo production on an 




 Auguste Buffet made a piccolo in C in Paris 1830-1885 from brass with a 
cocus and metal cork-setting mechanism and end cap.  Perhaps he was trying to 
match the tone quality of metal flutes.  DCM 0677 also has an ivory or celluloid 
                                                           
134 Stephanie Kocher, “What Was He Thinking When He Wrote That?” (Winner of the 
International Piccolo Symposium 2009 “Call for Presentations,” Omaha, NE, June 13, 2009). 
135 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
136 Ibid. 
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embouchure barrel with some cocus, which will be explained later in the 
discussion of headjoints during this century.  This conical, two-piece piccolo has 
five keys with modern style key cups, post and rod, rib-like flanges, and the 
principal rank137 of finger holes is slightly elevated.138  Although brass would be 
an ideal material for student model piccolos, many makers prefer to use silver. 
Combinations of Materials 
 
 During the nineteenth century, silver or German silver became a popular 
material choice for both key work and ferrules.139  Many makers experimented 
with the most common materials in use at this time and made piccolos that 
combined two or more different materials.  For example, the headjoint might be 
made with one material, while the body was made with another.  DCM 0495 in 
Figure 3.3 is an example of this combination.  This piccolo in C in two sections by 
C. G. Conn was made in 1905 with a silver plated body, an ebonite head, and 




Figure 3.3. DCM 0495: C. G. Conn, Piccolo in C, 1905 
                                                           
137 Principal rank refers to the six principal front fingerholes or key-covered toneholes common to 
all Western and many other woodwinds regardless of any added keywork, however complex, 
and/or the presence of any duplicate venting toneholes functioning as part of that principal rank.  
Flute described as Boehm-system are understood to be of the later cylindrical-bore design with 
three sections unless stated otherwise.  The numerical designation discussed above for back and 
front fingerholes does not apply to such instruments or to others having elaborate named or 
patented key and venting systems.   
138 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
139 The Ridley Collection of Musical Wind Instruments in Luton Museum. [Now housed at The 
Royal College of Music.] The Corporation of Luton Museum and Art Gallery, 1957. 
140 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 




 The anonymous piccolo in C from the late nineteenth century in Figure 3.4 
uses a different combination of materials.  The body is made of grenadilla, and the 
headjoint has a nickel-silver sleeve over the wood, and it is metal-lined with a 
tuning slide.  This two-piece piccolo has eight keys down to C1, although the 
amount of tubing beneath the C-sharp hole is curiously short and would appear 
insufficient to produce a low C.  It also has modern-style key cups, posts and rods, 
and nickel-silver ferrules and end cap.141  Makers of student model piccolos still 




Figure 3.4. DCM 0181: Anonymous, Piccolo in C, late 19th c. 
 
 
Glass  (c.1889) 
 Paris piccolo maker A. Charly experimented with making piccolos of glass 
with silver fittings c.1889.  Perhaps this material was used for its visual appeal 
rather than its functionality.  DCM 0387 piccolo in D-flat was made with these 
specifications.  This cylindrical piccolo is in one piece made of two parts, which 
appear to be cemented together beneath the center silver ferrule.  The single key, 
which is now missing, covered two bored vent holes.  During World War II, 
Charly’s factory was hit by a German bomb.  This piccolo and its case were 
thrown into the street, and the piccolo was cracked between the post of D-sharp 
                                                           
141 Ibid. 
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and the E finger hole.  It was about the only thing to survive in Charly’s entire 
factory and stock.  Dayton C. Miller saw this piccolo for the first time at the Paris 
Exposition in 1889 and acquired it on October 30, 1923.142  Glass has fallen out of 
use on modern piccolos leaving grendilla, cocus, and silver as the preferred 
materials of choice. 
 
 




 Throughout the nineteenth century piccolo headjoints were made in a 
variety of materials, such as ivory, grenadilla, cocus, boxwood, ebony, ebonite, 
and rosewood.  Makers also experimented with metal lining, the size and shape of 
the embouchure hole, an embouchure barrel, the addition of a lip plate, and a 
perpendicular embouchure.  As the orchestra grew in the nineteenth century, 
makers experimented with a variety of materials and mechanics, in all probability 
to create a sound that would penetrate through a large ensemble. 
Metal-Lined Headjoint 
 Many of the headjoints mentioned throughout this section are metal-lined.    
Wood and ivory headjoints have a tendency to crack from the breath if preventive 
measures are not taken, such as frequent swabbing.  Since metal is not affected by 
moisture, headjoints were lined with metal to reduce cracking, increase the 
                                                           
142 Laura E. Gilliam and William Lichtenwanger, Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection: A Checklist of 
the Instruments (Washington: Library of Congress, 1961), 29. 
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brightness and power of the tone, and allow for a tuning slide.143  The piccolo in 
E-flat (DCM 0349) made by an anonymous, possibly Continental European maker 
from the nineteenth century, has four nickel-silver keys, saltspoon and long F, 
ferrules, post and rod, and direct mount.  The cocus headjoint is metal-lined with a 
tuning slide and the body is cocus with an ivory cork-setting mechanism.  Paolo 
Maino made a boxwood piccolo in D-flat in Milan 1836-1880 with a brass-lined 
headjoint and tuning slide (DCM 0222).  It also has five brass keys with modern-
style key cups, animal horn ferrules, and a post and rod.144  Metal-lined headjoints 
have become a thing of the past as many makers and performers seem to prefer 
grenadilla or even cocus. 
Ivory 
 During the Romantic period, some piccolo headjoints were made of ivory.  
Perhaps this material was used for visual appeal, rather than for durability, quality 
of sound, and projection.  The anonymous piccolo in C (c.1880), labeled DCM 
0002, is just one example of a cocus piccolo with an ivory headjoint and a metal 
tuning-slide.  This two-piece conical piccolo has six keys with modern-style key 
cups and ferrules, post and rod, and a nickel-silver cap.  Dayton C. Miller used 
this piccolo in the Schubert Orchestra in Chamberlains, Berea from 1880 to 
1886.145  In Hannover between 1848 and the early twentieth century, Heinrich 
Friedrich Meyer (1814-1897) also made a piccolo with an ivory headjoint (upper 
portion) that is fully lined with metal.  DCM 0924 has six nickel-silver keys, end 
                                                           
143 John Solum, The Early Flute (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 64-65. 
144 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
145 Ibid. 
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cap, and ferrules.  This two-piece grenadilla piccolo has round flaps, post and rod 
on oval flanges, and a tuning slide in the headjoint.146  Ivory eventually fell out of 
favor with makers and has been replaced with more durable materials, such as 
grenadilla and cocous. 
Grenadilla 
 Grenadilla was a popular material for headjoints during this time and 
remains so today.  Although the headjoint of DCM 1553 is metal-lined with a 
tuning slide, it is made of grenadilla in two sections.  This anonymous piccolo in 
C from the nineteenth century has six nickel-silver keys and ferrules, post and rod, 
direct mount, a headjoint cap, and cork-setting mechanism, which is now 
missing.147 
Cocus 
 In Brussels Victor-Charles Mahillon (1841-1924) made a piccolo in C 
from cocus (DCM 0809).  This two-piece piccolo has five nickel-silver keys, post 
and rod, and direct mount.  Samuel Arthur Chappell (1834-1904) followed with a 
piccolo in C in London 1871-1901 (DCM 0912).  This cocus two-piece piccolo 
has six nickel-silver keys, round flaps, and post and rod.148  Many modern piccolo 
makers, such as the Philipp Hammig Company continue to make piccolo 
headjoints from cocus for its elegant, clear sound. 
Boxwood 
 In Bayreuth, Germany from 1805 to 1902 Stengel was making a piccolo in 
C (low pitch) from boxwood.  DCM 0664 was made in four sections, has one 





brass key, a square flat flap, pin in block, and horn ferrules.  From 1812 to 1837, 
Dobner and Consort of Strasbourg also made a piccolo in C (DCM 0963).  This 
three-piece (head, body, foot) piccolo also has one brass key with a modern key 
cup, a post and rod mounted on flange, an ivory end cap, and ferrules.149  
Although some makers experimented with boxwood during this period, it has 
fallen out of favor with modern piccolo makers. 
Ebony 
 Ebony was also an optional headjoint material in the nineteenth century.  
Ubaldo Luvoni made a piccolo in C in Milan 1826-1847 with an ebony headjoint 
and metal-lined tuning slide.  DCM 0220 has six nickel-silver keys and ferrules, 
round flat flaps, pin in metal-lined blocks, and cross keys for G-sharp, short F, and 
D-sharp.  These keys were skillfully engineered with interval pad seat blocks.150  
Ebony is no longer used to make modern piccolos. 
Ebonite 
 Heinrich Friedrich Meyer created an ebonite headjoint with a tuning slide 
for a grenadilla and possibly cocus body piccolo in the late nineteenth century.  
This piccolo in D-flat, DCM 0086, has six nickel-silver keys with modern-style 
key cups, cap, ferrules, and post and rod on flanges.   
From 1850 to 1914, instrument dealers Brizzi and Nicolai sold a piccolo in 
C with an ebonite headjoint made by Emilio Piana in Florence.  DCM 1336 has 
silver ferrules and seven silver keys, five standing closed, and two finger ring 
keys.  The G-sharp, short F, and D-sharp keys are modern post and rod each 




mounted on a rib.  The B-flat key is the same, except mounted on an oval flange.  
The upper C key is mounted in a metal saddle151, and L1 operates a perforated key 
closing the C-sharp hole while L2 operates a ring key, which also closes the L1 
hole as an alternate C, both mounted on a rib.  R2 and R3 have a similar rib 
mounted pair of ring keys, which close an F-sharp vent hole similar to the B/F-
sharp vent on simple system clarinets.152  Although ebonite is rarely used to make 
modern piccolos, it would be an ideal material for student model piccolos due to 
its durability. 
Rosewood 
 The August Anton Euler (1808-1873) piccolo in C (DCM 0779) made in 
Frankfurt am Main 1810-1873 has a rosewood headjoint, a metal-lined tuning 
slide, and an ivory headjoint cap.  The piccolo in two sections has six nickel-silver 
keys and ferrules, a round flat flap, pin in block, and a metal cork-setting 
mechanism.153  Although the majority of modern performers purchase instruments 
made from grenadilla or cocus, modern piccolos can be made from rosewood 
upon special request. 
Embouchure Hole 
 Nineteenth century makers also experimented with the cut of the 
embouchure hole as perhaps another method to meet the projection needs of a 
                                                           
151 The saddle or key saddle is a metal version of the pin in block key mount but also shares 
aspects of the post and rod mount.  The key saddle was made from fairly heavy-gauge sheet metal, 
usually brass, most often rectangular, which was bent, cast, or forged into a form, staple-like (or U-
shaped) in cross section, to duplicate in metal the pin in block key channel principle.  It was 
sometimes mounted on a flange, and usually took a steel or brass screw rather than a pin for the 
fulcrum.  Like the post and rod mount, it was a separate piece, and was usually attached 
mechanically using flat-head wood screws.   
152 Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, “Piccolo,” Library of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/dcmhtml/dmhome.html (accessed May 1, 2010). 
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larger ensemble.  The cocus piccolo in C (DCM 0344) attributed to Boehm and 
Mendler in Munich (1862-1881) has a headjoint that carries the tenon.  Modern 
piccolos use the opposite design where the body of the instrument carries the 
tenon.  In his ledger, Dayton C. Miller wrote, “The original blow-hole has been 
filled, and a new hole for sharper pitch has been cut.”  This cylindrical piccolo in 
two sections was made with the Boehm system, and a silver open G-sharp key.154  
Overall, the embouchure hole of nineteenth and twentieth century piccolos is 
much larger than those on earlier instruments. 
Embouchure Barrel 
 Some piccolos of the late nineteenth century came equipped with an 
embouchure barrel.  It remains uncertain whether these embouchure barrels were 
added for cosmetic appeal or to improve the sound or intonation of the instrument.  
This section of the headjoint surrounding the embouchure hole was made from a 
completely different material.  For example, the piccolo in C made by August 
Buffet (DCM 0677) in Paris 1830-1885 has an embouchure barrel made of ivory 
or celluloid155 with cocus.  According to the DCM ledger, “This instrument was 
gilded at some point or at least appeared to be gilded when received by Dayton C. 
Miller.”  This conical piccolo made of brass in Figure 3.6 has five keys, including 
upper C with modern-style key cups, post and rod on rib-like flanges, and the 
principal rank of finger holes is slightly elevated.  The piccolo was made in two 
                                                           
154 Ibid. 
155 Celluloid is commonly used today in table tennis balls and guitar picks and is the name of a 
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sections was a metal cork-setting mechanism and end cap.156  The barrel-style 
embouchure was also used on some of Alfred G. Badger’s piccolos.  Modern 
piccolos no longer come equipped with an embouchure barrel.  Instead, modern 
headjoints are usually constructed from a single piece of wood or metal. 
 
 




 Many piccolo makers chose to use a headjoint with a lip plate in order to 
make the switch from flute to piccolo an easier adjustment.  For example, the 
anonymous piccolo in D-flat labeled DCM 0080 was made in the late nineteenth 
century with a cylindrical bore in two sections.  This headjoint had an unusually 
large, concert flute-sized embouchure plate.  It features a simple system with six 
nickel-silver keys with modern-style key cups, post and rod on ribs157, and a 
principal finger hole rank applied as a continuous rib.   
Henry Wylde’s (1822-1890) piccolo in C, made in London from 1838 to 
1852 (DCM 0515) also has a silver lip plate.  Although this piccolo has been 
severely damaged and many of the keys are missing or have been replaced, it 
originally had six keys, including a saltspoon key, and ferrules.  This cocus 
piccolo is divided into three sections, has a pin in block, and a tuning slide in the 
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metal-lined headjoint.158  Some modern piccolos come equipped with a lip plate.  
However, the majority of these instruments are used as student model piccolos. 
Tuning Slide 
 Many of the instruments already mentioned were made with a tuning slide 
in the headjoint.  This tuning slide gave each individual performer a little more 
pitch flexibility and the opportunity to adjust intonation.  The piccolo in D-flat by 
an anonymous maker of the late nineteenth century (DCM 0069) also has a tuning 
slide in the headjoint.  This particular instrument is made of an unidentified wood 
and is completely veneered with nickel-plated copper or brass.  The bottom ferrule 
and cap are also nickel-plated sheet metal over wood.  This instrument in two 
sections has six keys with modern style key cups and a post and rod.159 
 Buffet Crampon and Cie made a conical piccolo in D-flat in three sections 
c.1880 with a telescoping tuning slide and a metal-lined headjoint.  This African 
blackwood piccolo uses a Boehm 1832 Hybrid System with ring keys for the A, F, 
E, and D.160  The headjoint on modern piccolos can be pushed in or out for fine 
intonation adjustments, which vary from performer to performer. 
Perpendicular Embouchure 
 
 One of the most unique and experimental designs of the late nineteenth 
century is the perpendicular embouchure.  Joseph Wallis, a prominent London 
maker of “Giorgi” flutes and piccolos designed this piccolo in C in London 1848-
1928 (DCM 0402).  The body of the piccolo is made with six nickel-silver keys 
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and ferrules, except the D-sharp and short F keys are bent to conform to the 
slanting position of the fingerings.  This cocus instrument is conical, has modern-
style key cups, post and rod, two sections, a tuning slide in the headjoint, and is 
made with the Giorgi system.  The ebonite headjoint is of the same model as the 
Giorgi flute and consists of a standard barrel with a tuning slide, and the tenon is 
attached to a Giorgi-style perpendicular embouchure.161  This particular 
instrument was never accepted by a large number of makers and performers. 
 
BODY AND MECHANISM 
 
Some nineteenth century composers sought expression in music that called 
for new instrumentation and orchestration.162  According to Dombourian-Eby, 
“The piccolo of the nineteenth century followed the same line of development as 
the flute, only technical developments of the piccolo happened later than on the 
flute.”163  There were many forms of the piccolo in use during the nineteenth 
century.164  According to the thirty-four catalogs Dombourian-Eby examined for 
her dissertation there were piccolos used in the nineteenth century in over forty 
different fingering systems, seven different tonalities, and out of six different 
materials.165  Because new instruments did not gain acceptance right away, older 
instruments continued to be used, made, and written about for many years.166  The 
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following piccolos discussed introduce individual keys to the instrument, rather 
than keys operating on rods and axles, such as the Boehm system piccolos. 
D-flat Piccolo 
 The D-flat piccolo was first introduced to the orchestra in Louis Spohr’s 
(1784-1859) Jessonda (1823).167  Spohr was willing to write for the relatively 
unknown D-flat piccolo because he loved the color of the instrument.  However, 
he allowed the flute to play in E-flat minor, but not the piccolo, which gives 
confirmation that the piccolo generally in use at this time was a one-key piccolo 
and less developed than the concurrent flute.  When writing for the D-flat piccolo, 
Spohr used a restricted range from G1 to G3 and only used the piccolo in 
“favorable” tonalities.168   
 Robert Schumann’s (1810-1856) music also provides proof that the 
development of the piccolo lagged behind the development of the flute.  In his 
Das Paradies (1843) Schumann wrote for the D-flat piccolo in the sixth 
movement but used a C flute in the other movement with distant tonalities.169 
One-Key Piccolo 
 Despite all of the advancements that took place into the nineteenth century, 
one-key piccolos were still produced.  According to Dombourian-Eby,  
Once a maker had the tooling for a certain system instrument, he 
often listed that instrument in his catalogue until the demand for that 
model ceased.  As seen in the discussion of tutors, amateurs were 
particularly fond of old system instruments, and most flutemakers 
were content to supply them with these instruments.  The 
flutemakers were more motivated by profit than were the treatise 
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writers, and they needed to produce instruments that incorporated all 
the features available at the time in order to fulfill their customers’ 
desires.170   
 
Around 1890 makers ceased production of one-key piccolos.  The works of 
Beethoven, Weber, Rossini, and Spohr were possibly performed on these one-key 
piccolos initially.171 
Long F Key (Right Hand) 
 On the right hand, the finger that operated the F key also had to cover the 
sixth hole of the piccolo immediately to the right of the F key, which makes the 
keys impractical to use if the preceding or following notes require the finger to 
cover the sixth hole and slide to and from that key, which was awkward.  In his 
book Kurze Abhandlung vom Flötenspielen (1786) Johann George Tromlitz 
mentions his invention of an alternative F key, usually called the long F key.  This 
key is operated by the little finger of the left hand.  Originally the long F key 
required a hole separate from the regular F hole, but in another book, Ueber die 
Flöten mit mehrern Klappen (1800) Tromlitz explains how he modified the long F 
key to eliminate the duplicate F hole, which allowed the long F key to engage the 
short F key directly.172 
J. Ziegler’s piccolo in E-flat (1821-1850/51) in Figure 3.7 was made in 
Vienna and features a long F key for the right hand.  This cocus piccolo (DCM 
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0356) is made in two sections with alignment dots, four nickel-silver keys, animal 
horn ferrules, round flat flaps, post and rod, and direct mount.173   
 
 
Figure 3.7. DCM 0356: J. Ziegler Piccolo in E-flat (1821-1850/51) 
 
 The piccolo in E-flat (high pitch) by V. Kohlert Sons, NMM 4609, was 
made in Graslitz c.1900-1918 and has a long F key.  This conical piccolo in three 
sections is made of African blackwood, has a metal-lined headjoint with a 
telescoping tuning slide, post and axle supports, and German silver ferrules and 
six German silver closed keys, including a long C, B-flat, G-sharp, short F, and D-
sharp.174  Once Boehm’s design was applied to the piccolo, the long F key was no 
longer used. 
Short F Key 
 The piccolo in C in Figure 3.8 features the short F key lever to operate the 
long F key.  DCM 0413 piccolo in C was made by J. Ziegler in Vienna (1821-
1895).  It was made of ivory with an ivory end cap, a cork-setting mechanism, a 
gold-plated shaft, six gold-plated keys and ferrules with modern-style key cups on 
flanges, post and rod, a gold-plated metal body tenon including the shoulder plate, 
a metal-lined headjoint (partial), and the tone holes have been brushed with 
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rosegold.175  Like the Long F key, once Boehm’s design was applied to the 
piccolo, the Short F key was no longer used. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. DCM 0413: J. Ziegler Piccolo in C (1821-1895) 
 
Long C Key 
 During this period piccolos also came equipped with the long C key.  
NMM 4608 piccolo in D-flat (low pitch) by V. Kohlert Sons was made in Graslitz 
c.1900-1918 with this key.  This conical piccolo in three sections was made of 
African blackwood with six German silver closed keys, including the B-flat, G-
sharp, long F, short F, and D-sharp keys, German silver ferrules, and post and axle 
supports.  The headjoint is metal-lined with a telescoping tuning slide.  The Long 
C key remained an important addition to simple system piccolos, but was soon 
forgotten as Boehm’s new mechanism is applied to the piccolo. 
Four-Key Piccolo 
 The date of the first four-key piccolo cannot be determined; however, 
Michael Janusch claimed to have added keys to the piccolo in 1824.176  Like the 
four-key piccolo previously mentioned, the keys on this instrument consisted of a 
D-sharp key operated by R4, a B-flat key operated by Th, a G-sharp key operated 
by L4, and an F key operated by R3.  By 1890, the four-key piccolo was featured 
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in primarily English makers’ catalogues.177  Although Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) 
does not mention the Boehm system in his treatise, he was likely familiar with the 
four- and six-key piccolos.  In the final movement of Symphonie Fantastique 
(1830), the flurry of trills and grace notes imply that he was familiar with an 
improved piccolo and made great technical demands.178  Compositions from this 
time forward by Berlioz and Wagner were probably written for a four- or six-key 
piccolo.179 
 DCM 1222 is a perfect example of the four-key piccolo.  Tebaldo Monzani 
(1762-1839) made this piccolo in C in London c.1822-1833.  The instrument 
appears to have had five keys originally, and the current key work seems to be a 
replacement of an earlier key replacement attempt involving non-integral blocks.  
This three-piece piccolo is made of cocus stained brown and has round flaps, 
modern post and rod, screw mounted on oval flanges, ivory upper headjoint, ivory 
cork-setting mechanism with a silver stud, and silver keys and ferrules.  It is 
possible that the instrument is a composite possibly cut down from a longer band 
flute.180 
Five-Key Piccolo 
 Five-key piccolos appeared in the majority of French maker’s catalogues 
until roughly 1905.  For example, in Louis Lot’s catalogue of 1889 both five- and 
six-key piccolos were included in addition to Boehm system instruments.  The 
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simple system instruments did not appear again after 1928.181  Henry Potter made 
a piccolo in E-flat, DCM 1677, in London 1841-1951 with five brushed nickel-
silver keys, the B-flat key for Th, the G-sharp key for L4, the F key for R3, and the 
D-sharp/E-flat key for R4.  This cocus piccolo in two sections has modern-style 
key cups, pin in block, and brushed nickel- silver ferrules.182 
Six-Key Piccolo (1824) 
 The four-key piccolo introduced in the 1820s was soon followed by the 
six-key piccolo c.1824, which was not mentioned in treatises until 1843.183  The 
six-key piccolo was the most popular piccolo in the nineteenth century, was used 
extensively throughout the twentieth century, and was featured in nearly every 
maker’s catalogue from 1878 to 1930, especially German and English piccolo 
makers.  As flutists converted to the Boehm system flute, many still played six-
key piccolos.184  The earliest extant six-key piccolo dates from around 1825 and 
features the addition of a closed long C key and a long F key. 
Seven-Key Piccolo 
 
 The less common seven-key piccolo was first featured in Italian and 
German maker catalogues in 1905 and was produced into the early twentieth 
century.185  Rampone made a piccolo in C with seven nickel-silver keys and 
ferrules in Milan c.1850-1912 and is labeled DCM 0067.  The seventh key 
operates the D3 trill.  This conical cocus piccolo was made in two sections with 
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post and rod and a tuning slide in the headjoint.  The cocus wood was stained dark 
and varnished.186   
The piccolo in C featured in Figure 3.9 was made by Rampone in Milan 
and also has seven silver-plated keys with modern-style key cups.  DCM 0280 is 
made in two sections of silver with a double wall.  The headjoint cap and cork-
setting mechanism are both made of cocus wood with a silver dome exterior.  This 
conical piccolo in two sections has post and rod on flanges soft soldered to the 
body of the instrument, a tuning slide (short) in the headjoint, and an embouchure 
engraved with a lyre, sunburst, floral motif.  The six principal finger holes are 
engraved around the finger hole and the seventh key operates the D/E trill.187 
 
 
Figure 3.9. DCM 0280: A. Rampone Piccolo in C (1850-1912) 
 
Eight-Key Piccolo 
 Eight-key piccolos were also available during the nineteenth century.  
DCM 0181 piccolo in C was made by an anonymous maker in the late nineteenth 
century.  This instrument plays down to low C and has modern-style key cups, 
post and rod, and nickel-silver ferrules and end cap.  It is made of grenadilla in 
two sections and has a metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide.  DCM 0747 
piccolo in C was probably made by an anonymous German maker and plays down 
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to a low C.  It has nickel-silver keys, ferrules, and end cap with a cork-setting 
mechanism, round flaps, post and rod, and is made in two sections.  The upper 
headjoint section is made of ivory with a metal tuning slide headjoint.188 
Multi-Keyed Piccolo 
 
 A multi-keyed piccolo was first mentioned in the 1843 orchestration 
treatise, Grand traité d’instrumentation by Berlioz.  He never specified how many 
keys this instrument had, but he was obviously referring to an instrument with 
more than one key.189  The multi-keyed piccolo was invented in the 1820s and 
became widespread by the 1850s.190  This piccolo received many different names.  
According to Dombourian-Eby, 
The terms old system, simple system, and Meyer system all refer to 
the pre-Boehm system piccolo of eight or more keys and/or the six-
keyed piccolo.  Meyer system instruments also often included an 
ivory headjoint.  If only the instrument’s number of keys is listed, 
the instrument is built on the pre-Boehm system.  Schwedler, 
Schwedler and Kruspe, and Reform system instruments are basically 
old system instruments with some modifications in the key work and 
with raised cusps on both sides of the embouchure hole.  All other 
models mentioned are slight variations on either the simple system 
or the Boehm system.  Those that are based on the simple system 
also list the number of keys or state old System; all others are based 
on the Boehm system.191 
 
The multi-keyed piccolo had ease of fingering and venting of veiled notes that the 
one-key piccolo could not offer.192  This instrument was soon followed by the 
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Boehm system piccolo, which drastically changed the way the keys operated with 
rods and axles. 
Theobald Boehm  
 Goldsmith and flutist Theobald Boehm eventually combined these two 
skills in 1812 to build flutes and piccolos for his own use and for others for a 
thirty-five year span.  Boehm heard Charles Nicholson (1795-1837) perform in 
Paris and in London in 1831 and was impressed with his unusually powerful tone.  
He felt this was a result of the large tone holes on Nicholson’s flute.193 Years later 
Boehm stated in a letter, “Had I not heard him [Nicholson], probably the Boehm 
flute would never have been made.”194  By the early 1830s, Boehm system 
piccolos were being made by several French flutemakers.   
Boehm 1832 Model 
Boehm’s 1832 design used a system of ring keys, which required players 
to learn new fingerings.195  Mechanically, ring keys are attached to flutes and 
piccolos and other woodwind instruments, such as the clarinet, in the same way 
that closed keys are attached.  However, the ring keys lack the center cup allowing 
the player to press directly on the tone hole while transmitting the motion of the 
fingers to remote tone holes.  Although there are no piccolos produced by French 
makers to survive from this time, evidence of their existence can be found in 
instrument maker catalogs as early as the 1830s.  A silver cylindrical Boehm 
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system piccolo was first offered in American maker Alfred G. Badger’s 1865-
1885 catalogue.196 
There are three piccolos available today that were made by Boehm 
himself, one of which was constructed for Kapellmeister Pott in October 1850.  
According to the ledger from the Boehm Mendler workshop, four more piccolos 
were made between 1876 and 1879.197  Three Boehm or Boehm and Mendler 
piccolos are still extant: a silver Boehm system piccolo located in the Karl Marx 
University Collection in Leipzig, which is probably the Pott piccolo, and two 
grenadilla piccolos in the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection, DCM 0053 and 
DCM 0344.198   
Boehm conducted his first scientific study of the acoustical principles of 
the instrument in 1846.199  Sandra Graef describes this study as follows:  
To study tone differences, he [Boehm] made several cylindrical 
wooden tubes of varying lengths and diameters and experimented 
with the size and placement of tone holes, which resulted in a 
diagrammatic presentation for the best tone hole placement and size 
for an optimum scale and sound.  The price for this new scale was a 
completely new fingerings system, in which performers could press 
more than one key with just one finger.  He also concluded that 
metal was better than wood, because the sound was louder, projected 
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Boehm 1847 Model 
Boehm’s final 1847 model surpassed all previous piccolo types and was 
far more advanced than the music being composed at that time.201  Prior to 1847, 
Boehm used a conical bore for his flutes and piccolos, but further experiments 
proved that a cylindrical bore for the flute would produce the most accurate scale.  
His piccolo design, on the other hand, is still made with a conical headjoint.202  It 
also features the piccolo’s modern fingering system.  He used a chromatic 
ordering of the tone holes instead of the diatonic principle used on instruments of 
the past.203  The new tone hole placement improved intonation and subsequently 
tone.  The complex mechanism opens and closes several tone holes with one 
key.204   
Boehm revealed his design innovations with a geometrical diagram known 
as the Schema.205  These diagrams found in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show how 
calculations based on the laws of acoustics were used to determine the position of 
the holes on the body of the flute and piccolo.  They also show the exact 
measurements and divisions of the air column based on vibrations in equal 
temperament.  The divisions are represented on the Schema by horizontal and 
vertical lines.  The diagonal lines represent the geometrical progression.206  In 
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order to fully understand the bore of the flute and piccolo, Boehm studied at the 
University of Munich with physicist Carl von Schafhautl.207  Boehm’s 1847 flute 
became well known in the flute world immediately.  By 1851, the Boehm flute 
won first prize in the Industrial Exhibition of All Nations.  In 1855, it won gold 
medal at the Paris Exhibition and first prize at the General German Industrial 
Exhibition in Munich.208 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Theobald Boehm’s Schema209 
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Figure 3.11. Theobald Boehm’s Schema (to scale)210 
 
Boehm flutes and piccolos became extremely popular; however, because 
of their timbre and new fingering system, they were avoided by older players and 
therefore banned from many orchestras in countries such as Germany, Italy, and 
Russia.  As younger players learned the new Boehm system, they created heavy 
competition for older players causing professional playing to decrease 
temporarily.  As younger professionals brought Boehm’s system to the orchestra, 
composers were encouraged to write for this new extended range.211  After some 
minor modifications, Boehm’s 1847 flute and piccolo soon became the preferred 
instruments for performers and audiences.212  
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 Although acceptance of the Boehm system was slow, especially for the 
piccolo in Germany and Austria, perhaps the new system made the highly 
modulatory works of Mahler and Strauss easier to perform.  It is possible, 
however, that these pieces were first performed on non-Boehm piccolos.213  The 
major benefit of the Boehm piccolo was the ease of fingering in all keys.  There 
was very little difference in tone quality and projection between the Boehm and 
pre-Boehm piccolos.  When discussing which type of instrument a late nineteenth-
century work was written for, tonality and specific fingering requirements should 
be considered.214 
 There were two major principles of Boehm’s construction of the 1847 flute 
and piccolo.  Boehm wanted the keyholes made equal in size, and he wanted the 
keys to remain open when they were not in use.  He also changed the bore to 
cylindrical, rather than conical, with the exception of the headjoint, which has a 
slight taper to improve projection of sound and high register facilitation.215  
According to Marieniello, “His mechanism proved to be so technically perfect that 
any attempts to improve a single feature gave rise to a series of new problems.”216  
 Before completing the 1847 model, Boehm discovered that the height of 
the tone holes affected intonation.  Pitch could also be corrected by changing the 
size and placement of the tone holes.  Lower octaves could be corrected, therefore 
maintaining or improving the high octave.   
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Today, the construction of tone holes on the flute is much different than 
the construction of tone holes on the piccolo.  Two types of tone holes are 
constructed for the flute: drawn or soldered.  Drawn tone holes are produced by 
extruding metal directly from the flute tube.  This process is efficient and 
economical for most standard student model flutes.217  Soldered tone holes are 
made separately and then soldered onto the instrument.  These tone holes are more 
expensive than the drawn and are found primarily on professional flutes.  The 
advantage is that the metal tubing remains the same for soldered tone holes, but 
unfortunately drawn tone holes take metal away from the body.218  On wooden 
piccolos, the tone holes are drilled into the bore.  The instruments that follow 
feature modifications to the simple system piccolo and the Boehm system piccolo 
in chronological order. 
Saltspoon Key (1842) 
 The saltspoon key was another type of key, which appeared on the piccolo 
in the nineteenth century.  This type of key looks like the back of a spoon and has 
a cupped or hemispherical shape.219  Several of the piccolos already mentioned in 
this document have this type of key.  DCM 1421 piccolo in E-flat made by Alfred 
Binyon in London 1842-1852 has one brass key that is a saltspoon key.  This 
boxwood piccolo in two sections also has a pin in block.   
A late nineteenth-century piccolo made by an anonymous, possibly 
American maker (DCM 1674) was made with four nickel-silver keys, one being a 
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saltspoon key.  The two parts of this instrument could possibly be a composite of 
other instruments.  It is made of boxwood stained dark brown, has a pin in block, 
and a bone or ivory headjoint ferrule.220  Saltspoon keys are no longer used on 
modern piccolos. 
Giorgi System (1848-1928) 
 Carlo Tommaso Giorgi (1856-1953), an Italian flutist and acoustician, 
made a piccolo with a perpendicular embouchure hole and a mouthpiece with a 
tuning slide c.1866.  This system was experimental and does not find an important 
place in mainstream piccolo history or performance practice, because the 
instrument is played vertically, rather than horizontally.221  Joseph Wallis made a 
piccolo in C in London 1848-1928 (DCM 0402).  In his ledger, Miller wrote,  
The head is of same model as for the Giorgi flute.  The body of the 
piccolo is of the same pattern as ordinary 6-keyed instrument, except 
that the D-sharp and short F keys are bent to conform to the slanting 
position of the fingerings.   
 
This Giorgi system piccolo is conical with modern-style key cups, post and rod, 
has two sections, and a tuning slide in the headjoint with a perpendicular 
embouchure.  The headjoint consists of a standard barrel, like a clarinet barrel, and 
is made of ebonite.222  As previously mentioned, the Giorgi system and 
perpendicular embouchure were never applied to the modern piccolo. 
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Giulio Briccialdi B-flat (c.1849) 
 In 1849, Italian flutist Giulio Briccialdi (1818-1881) added the B-flat 
thumb key to the Boehm system flute and piccolo.  Before this addition, the 1847 
Boehm piccolo required Th, L1, and R1 to operate B-flat.  Briccialdi improved the 
technique for flat keys by adding a lever over the B key to close the B-flat key as 
seen in Figure 3.12.223  This allowed for two fingering options.224  An additional 
trill lever, known as the B-flat side key, provides another alternate fingering 
option and helps facilitate chromatic and fast technical passages that include B 
and B-flat.  It also simplifies trills.225 
 
Figure 3.12. Boehm and Briccialdi B-flat Keys 
 
 At Briccialdi’s request, the Rudall and Rose Flute Company added the first 
Briccialdi lever on a cocuswood flute built by Clair Godfroy.  After seeing 
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Briccialdi’s invention, Boehm designed his own version of the B-flat thumb key, 
but Briccialdi’s version prevailed and is still used today on modern piccolos.226 
Open and Closed G-sharp Keys 
 There have been four different styles of G-sharp keys: one is an open G-
sharp key preferred by English piccolo performers and the remainder are closed 
G-sharp keys preferred by American piccolo performers.  The open G-sharp key 
was developed by Boehm, who felt it was tonally and theoretically better than the 
closed G-sharp keys.  Not to mention it only requires one hole in the tube to 
produce the frequency.227  Because the open G-sharp required greater technical 
skill when using L4, many flutists rejected this key.228  There are several 
disadvantages to playing an instrument with the open G-sharp key, such as resale 
value, availability, and access to other instruments in emergency situations.229  
When flutemakers attempted to reclose the G-sharp key, many intonation 
problems arose due to the Schema and the other keys, which required the open G-
sharp.230  
The Dorus G-sharp Key was developed in 1838 by the flute professor at 
the Paris Conservatoire, Vincent Dorus (1812-1896).  According to Carolyn 
Nussbuam,  
The closed G-sharp operates by L3 lowering the A key, which 
simultaneously covers the G-sharp and produces a G-natural.”231  
Dorus applied the closed G-sharp mechanism to the pre-Boehm 
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fingering system by “adding a ring key to the A hole and attaching 
it to the open G-sharp key with a divided sleeve and clutch.232 
   
Boehm invented his own closed G-sharp key in response to demands, but 
his design required greater force from L4 because of the strong springs he used.  
He corrected the intonation of the A in his Schema by repositioning the A tone 
hole 1.2 millimeters above the original position.233  
The fourth type of closed G-sharp key, which is still in operation today, 
was similar to the Dorus G-sharp key but placed on the inner side of the 
instrument tubing.  In order to produce the G-sharp, L4 was used again, like the 
pre-Boehm system.  L3 operates the A and G-sharp keys, while L4 operates the G-
sharp.234  
Ring Keys 
 The piccolo flute in D-flat (high pitch) in Figure 3.13 by Buffet-Crampon 
and Cie was made in Paris in 1880 (NMM 1507).  This conical African blackwood 
piccolo in three sections has a Boehm 1832 hybrid system, twelve German silver 
keys, ferrules and mounts, a screw-cap, and a metal-lined headjoint with a 
telescoping tuning slide.  It has four rows of rods and sleeves mounted on post and 
axle supports.235  Because closed keys are much more consistent, modern piccolos 
are made with closed keys, rather than ring keys.   
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 Some piccolos in the nineteenth century included C1 and C-sharp1; 
however, composers and makers found it unnecessary to include them very 
often.236  Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) extended the range by including the lowest 
and highest notes ever written for the piccolo, C1 and D-flat4.237  The Dayton C. 
Miller Flute Collection has two piccolos with these tube extensions.  DCM 0747 
piccolo in C was made by an anonymous, probably German, out of cocus with an 
ivory upper headjoint section and a metal tuning slide.  It has eight nickel-silver 
keys to low C, round flaps, post and rod, two sections, nickel silver ferrules, and 
an end cap with a cork-setting mechanism.  John C. Haynes made a piccolo in C 
in Boston 1897 (DCM 0182), that, according to Dayton C. Miller’s ledger, was 
originally made for Frank Wadsworth of John Philip Sousa’s Band in 1897 for 
solo work.  This grenadilla piccolo has a Boehm system with silver keys and ribs, 
a C foot, open G-sharp key, two sections, and a roller for C1.238  Modern piccolos 
no longer come equipped with tube extensions to resemble the modern flute.  
Perhaps makers will consider this design for future models. 
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J. Mollenhauer and Sons Model 
 J. Mollenhauer and Sons was located in Fulda, Germany, and continued 
experiments with the Boehm piccolo.  Mollenhauer experimented with changing 
not only the size of the bore of the body and headjoint, wall thickness, and hole 
sizes but also tried to retain the cylindrical bore.  His results were still 
unsatisfactory because the tone was sharp and cutting and the high register only 
spoke sporadically.  Eventually Mollenhauer experimented with a cylindrical 
headjoint and a conical bore, which proved to be more successful.  An 1891 
catalog features this Boehm system piccolo, but unfortunately, exact dates of these 
experiments are unknown because the majority of the company’s archives were 
destroyed during World War II.239 
 In England it was common for flutists to play on a Boehm system flute and 
a conical six-keyed piccolo made by Whitaker, instead of the Boehm system 
piccolo.  Even some artists today prefer the metal cylindrical piccolos for facility 
in the high register.240 
Buffet Model (c.1838) 
 In 1838 Louis August Buffet received a five-year patent from the 
Committee of Arts and Manufacturers to apply his system to the piccolo.241  
Buffet also started to incorporate the needle springs and hollow rods in the piccolo 
mechanism at this time.  These two mechanical additions are still currently used 
on flutes and piccolos. 
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Combination Systems (Simple and Boehm) 
 Some makers tried to combine the simple and Boehm systems.  Card made 
a piccolo in C in London 1845-1862 (DCM 1088) with five silver keys and 
ferrules with modern key cups, post and rod, and three finger rings.  The left hand 
is a simple system with a closed G-sharp key and the Boehm system is used in the 
right hand utilizing the three finger ring keys.  This rosewood piccolo was built in 
two sections with a metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide.242   Modern piccolo 
makers no longer experiment with combination systems. 
Rudall, Carte, and Co. Model  
 The Powerhouse Museum Collection in Ultimo, Australia, has five 
piccolos featuring nineteenth century alternative systems from English maker 
Rudall Carte.  The piccolo in D-flat in Figure 3.14 (PHM 93/117/26) was 
invented, developed, and patented by Richard Carte in 1866 with U.K. patent No. 
3208 and was a further development of his 1851 system.  It combines Boehm’s 
design features, such as mechanized key work and a cylindrical bore with a 
fingering system similar to the simple system.  Performers wanted the mechanical 
advantages of Boehm’s system with the fingerings of the simple system.  The 
Carte piccolo is made in two sections of ebonite with a metal-lined head.  It has 
German silver keys and an ebonite lip plate.243 
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 William Card (1788-1861) was an early advocate of the Boehm system 
and made instruments that combined these features and additions of his own.  
DCM 1088 was made by Card between 1840 and 1861.  This instrument is 
classified as a simplified Boehm system and has a few similarities to the 1832 
Boehm system, but it has a conical bore and the key work consists of five keys 
and three ring keys.244  Modern piccolo makers no longer experiment with this 
design. 
Radcliff System 
 The Radcliff System piccolo was also designed by Rudall and Carte during 
the nineteenth century to combine features of the simple system and the Boehm 
system.  It was based on a modification of Richard Carte’s 1851 system by the 
English flutist John Radcliff (1814-1918).245  Modern piccolo makers have 
abandoned this design. 
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Pratten System (c. 1851) 
 The Pratten System piccolos were made by Boosey and Company 
c.1851.246  These instruments had unique, two-level keys for L4 and for the 
footjoint.  This new system was an improvement of the simple eight-key piccolo 
with a cylindrical bore.  Like many of the experimental systems described above, 
the Pratten System is no longer used in piccolo design. 
Simplified Clinton Equisonant System (c.1855-1871) 
 Clinton and Company made the piccolo in C (DCM 1196) in Figure 3.15 
c.1855-1871 in London.  This conical-bore grenadilla piccolo has an ebonite 
metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide and a barrel covered with a nickel-silver 
tube.  The simplified Clinton equisonant system offers double tone holes for the 
principal rank of nickel-silver keys and ferrules.  The tone holes on this instrument 
are referred to as double tone holes because the finger rings for L2 and R2 also 
operate the closed keys L1 and R1 in the principal rank.247  This design fell from 
favor and is no longer used by piccolo makers. 
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Boehm and Carte System Combination (1867) 
 Rudall, Carte, and Company designed a piccolo (pitch undetermined) that 
combines Carte’s 1851 and Boehm’s 1847 systems (NMM3792).  This design 
received a patent in 1867 and altered the right-hand mechanism.  The new design 
allowed the performer to use simple system fingerings or Boehm’s fingerings for 
F and F-sharp.  This model retains the 1851 design for the left hand.248  This 
combination system is no longer used on modern piccolos.  The remaining 
instruments in this chapter were used specifically for military purposes. 
Fife 
During the nineteenth century, most fifes were made in one cylindrical 
piece of boxwood, ebony, ebonite, or metal and pitched in either B-flat or A-flat 
for American bands.249  The first instrument in the Dayton C. Miller Flute 
Collection is Miller’s father’s Civil War fife made by Hopkins of Troy, New York 
c.1860.  Dayton’s father played in a fife and drum corps organized in 1864 for 
service in the Civil War.250  The fife in B-flat in Figure 3.16 was made by James 




Figure 3.16. NMM 5354: James Hoey Fife in B-flat (c.1837-1856) 
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The fife became less practical to use and seemed to be left behind in the 
twentieth century.  However, brass bands alternating with the fife and drums in 
playing quicksteps while on the march, were likely an influential factor in 
instruments of the flute family joining up with the once all-brass bands.252 
By 1860, the fife was replaced by small flutes with conical bores and fitted 
with one to eight keys in order to produce chromatic notes.253  These small flutes 
could play in every scale and the conical bore produced a sweeter tone and 
allowed greater ease in the upper register.254  The piccolo was used sporadically in 
American Civil War era post and civilian bands. 
Orchestra 
 When the piccolo made its orchestral debut in Beethoven’s Fifth 
Symphony (1804-08), it functioned to extend the upper range of the woodwinds, 
was often given the melody while the flute played the harmony, and decorated the 
melodic line.  From this time forward, the orchestral use of the piccolo became 
more frequent and increasingly innovative.255  Gioachino Rossini’s (1792-1868) 
overtures to the operas Italienne in Algiers (1813), Barber of Seville (1816), The 
Thievish Magpie (1817), Semiramide (1823), and William Tell (1829) employ the 
piccolo as a prominent melodic soloist.256  In 1897, John Phillip Sousa (1854-
1932) wrote his most famous march, The Stars and Strips Forever, which features 
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the famous piccolo solo during the trio obbligato.257  In the early nineteenth 
century, piccolo parts were written in simple tonalities that rarely exceeded two 
flats or three sharps, which were easy to play on the one-, four-, and six-key 
piccolo.  Once Boehm made his Boehm system piccolos, composers were able to 
write in any key they desired.  The works of Strauss and Mahler were possibly 
written with the Boehm system piccolo in mind.258 
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CHAPTER IV. MODERN PICCOLO (1900-Present) 
 
 
 Acceptance of the Boehm system piccolo came much slower than the 
Boehm system flute.  In the 1920s many professional performers played a Boehm 
system flute and a simple system or six-key piccolo.259  In the early twentieth 
century many performers preferred silver piccolos rather than wood piccolos, 
because it made the transition from flute to piccolo more efficient.   By the late 
twentieth century the majority of performers switched to the wood piccolo for the 
warmer tone quality. 
 In the United States the Boehm flute manufacturing industry was well 
established in New York City by 1880.  The leading New York flutists and their 
students soon located all over the country, especially in Boston, MA and Elkhart, 
IN.  By 1886 Boston established the first Boehm flute factory becoming the 
capital of high quality handmade flutes and piccolos.  However, a different 
tradition took shape in Elkhart, IN, as it became the center of mass produced low 
cost band instruments.  To this day both instrument making centers have 
maintained these reputations. 
 The piccolo of the twentieth century has seen many new and unique 
developments.  For instance, the rise of the silver and the German silver piccolos, 
the temporary experimentation with the cylindrical bore, and the additional keys 
modern makers have added in order to enhance the Boehm system.  Some of the 
most significant contributions of this century include the Cooper Scale, 
Straubinger Pads, and the pinless mechanism. 
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TUBE AND MATERIALS 
 
Two-Piece Piccolo 
 Two-piece piccolos were standard during the twentieth century.  An 
anonymous piccolo in C, DCM 0056 made during the turn of the twentieth 
century uses the simple system with six or twelve keys, if you take into account 
the principal rank with finger holes covering the keys.  This conical piccolo in two 
sections has a tuning slide in the headjoint, post and rod, modern-style key cups, 
nickel-silver keys and ferrules, and a dark lacquered wood.  Carl Bonnet made a 
conical piccolo in C made of cocus in New York c.1891-1918 with the Boehm 
system, closed G-sharp key, modern nickel-silver key work, post and rod, direct 
mount, and ring keys for the right hand.  DCM 0680 also has a headjoint that is 
partially metal-lined.260   
Four-Piece Piccolo 
 Some special exceptions were made to the two-piece piccolo of the 
twentieth century, such as the four-piece piccolo.  This design has some 
resemblance to the four-piece piccolo made during the Classical period.  DCM 
0090 piccolo in C was made by the Martin Brothers in Paris 1840-1927.  This 
cocus piccolo has five silver keys with modern-style key cups, post and rod, ivory 
ferrules, and an inlay at the cap.261 
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Bore and Materials 
 During World War I and World War II, many cylindrical bore piccolos 
were made and are still being used today for their thin, piping sound.  The third 
register is its best feature, but the low register is weak and the intonation can be 
faulty.  The cylindrical bore piccolo blows easily and is favored by instrument 
doublers.262  Cylindrical bore piccolos were made by Carl Fischer’s T. Berteling 
and Company in New York, NY, George W. Haynes in Boston, MA, and Nils 
Christensen also in Boston, MA.263 
However, the majority of makers during this century have determined that 
the conical bore piccolo is superior to the cylindrical bore piccolo due to a more 
full-bodied, pleasing, and “flute-like” sound it has to offer.  Many makers have 
even stopped making cylindrical bore piccolos altogether.  The tapered bore used 
on modern piccolos creates a more mellow tone and also allows the tone holes to 
be placed closer together, resulting in more comfort and ease.  Bore and materials 
have never been settled with makers and seem to change with whatever is most 
popular at the time.264  
Grenadilla  
 The majority of modern piccolos in use today are made of grenadilla.  
Instrument makers go through an extremely tedious process in order to make a 
fine crafted piccolo made from this type of wood.  A grenadilla piccolo begins as 
a block of wood about ten inches long that cures for six months.  It has to be 
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completely dry when the instrument is made or it will crack.  A lathe turns the 
block into a cylinder.  After curing for six more months, the bore is drilled out.  
Six months after that, the tone holes are drilled, keys and pads are made, and the 
embouchure is sculpted.  Many of these tasks are done with machinery, but none 
are automated. 
 In 1913 when Carl Fischer took over the Berteling line, piccolos were 
grenadilla bore instruments with sterling silver keys, German silver keys, or ring 
keys.  No information is available on the earlier Berteling piccolos, and little is 
known about the piccolos made in the early twentieth century by W.F. Meinell, 
William Meinl, and Penzel-Mueller, except that they were grenadilla with silver or 
German silver keys, but the bore shape was unknown.  William S. Haynes 
Company piccolos were conical wooden instruments, and the Betthoney-Wurlitzer 
grenadilla piccolos were conical with silver keys.265  
Many performers prefer wood instruments for orchestral and solo work 
instead of metal ones for the softer tone color, so grenadilla is a great 
investment.266  Like all other woods, grenadilla has a very fine grain and can open 
up when the tone holes are being cut, leaving small pits.  The pad will not seal 
properly if the grain opens at the lip of the tone hole where the pad contacts the 
body or the pad seat.  Proper tools and care will ensure smooth tone holes that will 
last the life of the instrument.267    
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 At the turn of the twentieth century, an anonymous maker designed a 
piccolo after the design of William G. Schulze in New Haven, CT (DCM 0050).  
This instrument has a simplified Boehm system with six nickel-silver keys with 
modern-style key cups, ferrules, and four rings.  The piccolo is made of a conical 
piece of cocus in two sections and has an open G-sharp key, as well as post and 
rod.  It was used by Louis P. Fritze in Sousa’s band.  Another anonymous maker 
designed a piccolo in D-flat around the same time with six nickel-silver keys with 
modern-style key cups, ferrules, direct mount, and post and rod.  DCM 1631 is a 
cocus piccolo in two sections with an ivory and cocus metal-lined headjoint with a 
tuning slide.268 
Ebonite 
George Howarth made a piccolo in C in London 1894-1933 (DCM 1363).  
The key work on this instrument is essentially a Boehm system with an open G-
sharp key and standard trill keys for the right hand with Briccialdi variation.  The 
mechanism for the right hand is a variation of the old system, which is similar to 
the Carte 1867 patent models.  It includes a first finger F-sharp key or F-natural, 
plus the third finger F-natural old system, or the F-sharp Boehm system key.  The 
conical piccolo in two sections has silver keys and ferrules and a socket liner.269 
Rosewood 
 Rosewood was also used in the twentieth century as a piccolo material.  
DCM 1544 piccolo in C was made by G. H. Hüller in Schöneck 1883-1950 with 
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six keys, ferrules, round flaps, post and rod, direct mount, and a metal-lined 
ebonite upper headjoint with a nickel-silver cap cover and tuning slide.  This 
piccolo in two sections also has a cork-setting mechanism.270 
Silver 
 During World War II, silver was a scarce material and was often purchased 
from private sources to make military flutes and piccolos.271  It has many 
advantages, such as stability, ease of machining, and attaching key work by 
soldering is much easier than working with wood.272  Silver piccolos are made 
with both conical and cylindrical bores.273  As mentioned earlier, many players 
prefer the cylindrical bore piccolo because of the similarity it has with the silver 
flute.274 
In 1912 the silver flute superseded the wood flute, but the wood piccolo 
retained its favor.  Eventually the silver piccolo came to be accepted too.  In 1930 
the William S. Haynes Company reported that 95 percent of piccolos sold were 
sterling silver and that the wood piccolo started to decline in 1923.  Despite the 
drop in sales of wood piccolos, it never entirely lost favor.  The William S. 
Haynes Company and Verne Q. Powell Flutes, Inc. in Boston, MA, made the 
mistake of discontinuing wood piccolos for a short time after World War II, but 
manufacturing of the wood piccolo resumed to fulfill demand.275  
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William S. Haynes Company released their first silver piccolo with a 
cylindrical bore in 1916.  Ten years later, a conical-bore silver piccolo was also 
offered by the company.  By 1950 the cylindrical bore silver piccolo was 
discontinued by prominent Boston makers and only the conical bore wood and 
silver piccolo remained.276  George Bundy, an employee of the Selmer 
Company277, was given the rights to distribute Selmer products in the United 
States and decided to settle in Elkhart, IN, the band instrument capital.  He made 
the following remarks about piccolo bores: 
As to whether the conical or cylindrical bore piccolo is best is still an 
unsettled question today among the best players.  While the conical 
bore has a tone that is fuller in the low register, the high tones do not 
speak nearly as easily as with the cylindrical bore silver piccolo 
more suited to his needs, owing to the natural difficulty that he 
would have in obtaining the high notes.  The change from the wood 
piccolo to the silver piccolo has by no means been as general as with 
the flute.  There are still many fine piccolo-players using wood 
piccolos.  Nevertheless, the cylindrical bore silver piccolo seems the 
instrument of the future, and in due time should be generally used.  
The metal piccolo plays easier than the wood, and is more 
responsive, as is the case with the metal flute.278 
 
Despite Bundy’s prediction, the cylindrical bore silver piccolo was still 
discontinued and not played by most professionals.  In the 1950s some of the 
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Elkhart firms redesigned Selmer’s model for school band use by improving 
intonation and response and the security of ribbed construction.279 
Verne Q. Powell Flutes, Inc., ledgers reveal that it underwent a similar 
cycle in regard to piccolo bores, even though their cylindrical silver piccolo came 
out almost twenty years later than that of the William S. Haynes Company.  The 
first piccolos produced by Powell were conical wood piccolos, followed by 
conical silver piccolos.  In 1938 the first cylindrical silver piccolo was made by 
Powell.  In 1946 the company, like most others, eliminated the cylindrical bore 
but continued to manufacture conical bore silver and wood piccolos.280  
German Silver 
 German silver (G.S.) is a type of white bronze, like Neusilber or 
maillechort.  Sometimes it is called nickel silver, although it is a zinc, nickel, and 
copper alloy, which was used extensively for Boehm flutes and piccolos.  It is 
much stronger and harder than brass and cheaper than silver.  This material can 
easily be forged or cast into shapes of new mountings for cheaper instruments.  
Several instruments already mentioned use this material.281 
Combinations of Materials 
 Along with several combinations of silver and plating, the piccolo has also 
been made with various combinations of wood and metal.  A wood body and 
metal headjoint, wood headjoint and metal body, and metal headjoint with a wood, 
plastic, or ivory embouchure plate are all possible combinations one could find 
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during the twentieth century.  Ebonite and other plastic materials have also been 
added as possibilities and have proven successful, especially in student model 
instruments.282  Performer preferences will vary greatly, but many doublers prefer 
the wood piccolo with a sterling silver headjoint.  Many feel that the silver 
headjoint allows for easier blowing and that increased volume of tone.283  The 
silver headjoint with a lip plate also eliminates the difficulty of switching from 
silver flute to wood piccolo.284 
Gold (1919) 
Shortly after gold was used as a material for making flutes, it was applied 
to the piccolo.  The first gold piccolo was produced by William S. Haynes 
Company in 1919, and the Haynes-Schwelm Company offered a gold lip plate for 
a silver piccolo in the 1920s.  Although both cylindrical and conical bore gold 
piccolos in C and D-flat were in the price lists during the 1930s, few gold piccolos 
were actually made.285 
Plastic 
 Some makers are now producing piccolos with plastic bodies because the 
sound is stable and unaffected by temperature or humidity.286  The visual 
appearance of the plastic is similar to grenadilla, and the instrument has a sound 
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that is more round and less shrill than the silver piccolo.  This instrument is an 
excellent choice for students, especially when used for marching band.287 
Imitation Ivory 
 
 Imitation ivory was also a material of choice in the early twentieth century.  
Maino and Orsi made a piccolo in C of imitation ivory (DCM 0279) in Milan; 
however, this material is no better suited than ivory when it comes to cracking.  In 
his ledger on November 28, 1922 Miller notes, “This headjoint cracked six weeks 
after receipt!”  The head cap and lower body ferrule are engraved with a leaf 
motif, and the headjoint is metal-lined with a tuning slide.  The piccolo in two 
sections has six silver-plated brass end caps, keys, and ferrules with modern style 





 In the early twentieth century ivory was used for piccolo headjoints.  DCM 
1392 piccolo in C was made by George Cloos in New York 1862-c.1950.  Along 
with the ivory upper head sections with a tuning slide, this grenadilla piccolo has 
six silver keys, end cap, ferrules, and post and rod.  Another twentieth-century 
piccolo in D-flat made by an anonymous maker (DCM 1631) also has an ivory 
and cocus metal-lined headjoint with a tuning slide.  It has six nickel-silver keys 
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and ferrules with modern-style key cups, direct mount, post and rod, and is conical 
in two sections.289 
Grenadilla 
 Grendilla (dalbergia melaxylon) is the most common material used for 
headjoints in the twentieth century, and the German firm, Theodore Nagel, is the 
world’s larget supplier of grenadilla.  The grenadilla tree grows very slowly on the 
East Coast of Africa and it takes around 150 years for a tree to grow to the average 
cutting size.  DCM 0447 piccolo in C by Emil Rittershausen was made in Berlin at 
the turn of the twentieth century.  This conical piccolo in two sections uses a 
Boehm system, nickel-silver keys and ferrules, closed G-sharp key, post and rod 
on ribs, and a metal-lined socket or sleeve.  Felix Bour made a piccolo in C in 
Chicago 1905-1910 (DCM 1583).  This piccolo also uses the Boehm system, 
silver keys and ferrules, and an open G-sharp key.  This grenadilla piccolo in two 
sections has a partial metal-lined headjoint.290 
Cocus 
 Another material used for headjoints in the twentieth century was cocus.  
DCM 0055 piccolo in C was made by Louis Lot in Paris during the twentieth 
century.  This piccolo was made with two cocus headjoints for high and low pitch.  
The conical piccolo was made in two sections with a Boehm system, closed G-
sharp key, silver-plated keys and ferrules, four ring keys, and post and rod with 
modern-style cups on ribs.291 
 






 Ebonite was rarely used for headjoints during the twentieth century.  
However, DCM 0495 piccolo in C by C.G. Conn was made in 1905 with a Boehm 
system, open G-sharp key, and gold-plated key work.  This piccolo in two sections 
has an ebonite headjoint and a silver body.292 
Metal (1919) 
Many performers in the early twentieth century chose to use cylindrical 
metal headjoints to match their flutes.  This made the transition from flute to 
piccolo much easier for the performer.  Haynes wrote in his 1940 catalogue,  
Many players find the cylindrical bore silver piccolo gives better 
results than any other piccolo because it is more nearly like the flute 
in tone-quality and because the high tones may be produced with 
comparative ease.293 
 
Nils Christensen made a metal headjoint for a metal cylindrical bore 
piccolo with an enlarged bore toward the joint end, which was patent protected 
with U.S. Patent No. 1,376,004.  Christensen claimed this patent facilitated the 
high notes.  He also made a “new model” wood piccolo with a longer body, 
thicker tube, and conical bore right around the same time, claiming this model 
produced a tone like the old six-key piccolo.294  The piccolo in C (DCM 1280) 
was made by William Sherman Haynes in Boston in 1935.  This conical piccolo in 
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two sections has a Boehm system, a closed G-sharp key, and was made 
specifically for the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection.295 
Silver (1926) 
In 1926 Verne Q. Powell started his own company and sold a number of 
wood piccolos with silver headjoints.  By 1932 the Haynes-Schwelm Company 
offered the same combination in their catalogue.  This practice ended the 
controversy over the best material: wood or silver.  In 1915 C. G. Conn, Ltd., 
made an ebonite headjoint for a metal body, but this was relatively short lived.296 
Lip Plate 
 Many flutists preferred piccolos with lip plates to make the transition from 
each instrument as effortless as possible.  DCM 0126 piccolo in C and D-flat was 
made by Nicholas Alberti in Chicago c.1914.  This silver piccolo in two sections 
has a Boehm system with the Alberti patented tone hole system to permit half-step 
pitch changes.297 
Transposable Piccolo 
 Alberti’s piccolo mentioned above is a transposable piccolo.  In 1914 
Alberti secured a British patent for a transposable piccolo, from C to D-flat, which 
had oblong keys.  The thin metal tube measures slightly longer than the body and 
contains a series of tone holes, which are permanently attached to the headjoint.  
When fitted inside the body of the piccolo and pushed in completely, the 
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instrument plays in the key of C.  When pulled out, the instrument plays in D-
flat.298 
Rubber Barrel 
 Makers like Hawkes also experimented with rubber barrels.  DCM 0465 
piccolo in E-flat was made in London c.1905.  This grenadilla piccolo has six 
nickel-silver keys and ferrules with modern-style key cups, a metal-lined headjoint 
with a tuning slide, post and rod, and two sections.299 
 
BODY AND MECHANISM 
 
D-flat Piccolo 
 The piccolo played a major role in the evolution of the modern wind 
band.300  In the United States into the 1930s the C piccolo was made by 
manufacturers for orchestral use, and the D-flat piccolo was made for band use.301  
In the late 1920s, George Bundy of Selmer Company wrote that although he 
thought more D-flat piccolos were being sold, the attention was being given by the 
manufacturers to the C piccolo:  
Some professionals will deem it strange that more D-flat piccolos are 
sold than C piccolos.  Of course this is rather unusual, inasmuch as 
the professional man will generally transpose D-flat parts and use his 
C instrument anyway.  It is also undeniable that C piccolos have 
been perfected far more than the D-flat instrument.  This may be 
attributed to several causes,--one of them being that possibly the 
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buyer of the D-flat piccolo is not as particular as one who ordinarily 
buys the C instrument.302 
 
A-flat Piccolo 
 There are several pieces in the symphonic and operatic repertoire, such as 
the Mahler symphonies and Britten’s Billy Budd (1951), which include parts 
written down to C1.  In these special cases an A-flat piccolo would allow the 
extension of the lower range.303  These instruments along with other “miniature” 
flutes were used mainly in the military band and were considered flutes because 
they had footjoints.304  In 1918 the Haynes Company produced twenty-two A-flat 
piccolos for the Army Field Band in Washington, D.C.  Out of these twenty-two 
instruments, only a few are in existence today.  One is in the possession of Jan 
Gippo, piccoloist of the St. Louis Symphony, and another is owned by Lillian 
Burkart, owner of Burkart Flutes and Piccolos in Boston, MA.305  
 From about 1917 to 1927, the William S. Haynes Company manufactured 
an A-flat piccolo for military bands to play parts originally for fifes and bugles.306  
Since the pitch is the same as the fife, this piccolo may be considered to be a 
Boehm system fife.307  The instrument had a conical bore and was made in both 
wood and silver in two joints, with B-flat being the lowest tone possible.   
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Two-Piece Piccolo (1948) 
 As a soloist in England’s Royal Air Force Band in 1948, Murray decided 
to develop another modification for the Boehm piccolo and flute.  He first applied 
this modification to the flute with the help of a flutist and mathematician, Elmer 
Cole, and flutist, Albert Cooper.308  By 1972 the Armstrong Company produced 
six piccolos made in two pieces with Murray’s design.309 
Key Work 
 According to James Keefe, “The mechanical aspect of the key work starts 
with a well planned design which, when properly constructed, will result in an 
instrument that is both reliable and comfortable to play.”  The keys must fit the 
player’s hands and be designed in a way that the keys work well together.  The 
size limitation of the piccolo can be a problem, because the maker has to avoid 
“end play,” or motion between the posts and “side play,” or looseness on the steel 
axle while allowing the mechanism to move freely.  The adjustments between the 
keys must be secure so the pads will seal perfectly, and accurate adjustments of 
spring tension are critical for a responsive, even feel to the keys.  In order to resist 
water damage on keys below the water line, such as the trill, thumb, and the G-
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 After working for Rudall Carte and Company for twenty years, Albert 
Cooper311 decided to establish himself as a flutemaker.312  About 150 years after 
Boehm’s 1847 model, Albert Cooper made improvements to the scale that makers 
continue to use today in response to rising pitch.313  To design the Cooper Scale 
and improve intonation problems, Cooper used his mathematical and mechanical 
knowledge and based all calculations on string lengths and vibrations.314  Since he 
is not a flutist himself, he had to consult many noted players for guidance.315  
According to Graef, 
While employed at Rudall Carte, Cooper noticed that tone hole sizes 
and positions varied amongst different flute brands, and he recorded 
these measurements, carefully combining them to reach a hoped for 
compromise.  He made approximately ten flutes based on these 
calculations, but the result was not successful.  Cooper started over, 
but this time based his scale on mathematical calculations.  Over 
several years of slight alterations, his scale was finally perfected in 
1973.316  
 
 Although not immediately accepted, Powell Flutes, Inc., adopted the 
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Bickford Brannen Design (1977) 
 In 1977 Bickford Brannen318 designed a piccolo with a new look based on 
the measurements of Powell’s old piccolos.  In this new design, substantial 
mechanical and acoustical improvements were made.  Brannen lengthened the 
thumb key bearing and the G key to allow the cork to contact the body rather than 
the G-sharp post and made the ribs more rigid by increasing their size and by 
adding several rib screws in critical locations.  This piccolo had thin walls and the 
headjoint was made with a raised lip plate.  It had a brighter sound and was 
popular with orchestral players in Europe and Japan.  In the United States it 
gained popularity from doublers because of the lip plate.319   
Brannen Brothers Piccolo (1978) 
 By 1978 the Brannen brothers stopped producing piccolos for Powell and 
began making piccolos under their own name.  They made thick- and thin-wall 
piccolos, new key lever patterns, pad cup and finger button dies, and post form 
tools.320 
Straubinger Pads  
 It is very important that the pads totally cover the tone hole interface with 
the lightest touch for the most expressive playing.  Poor intonation, uneven tonal 
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response, reduced dynamic range, and loss of tonal flexibility will occur with 
slight leaks caused by instability of the pad.  In time, conventional felt piccolo 
pads will no longer cover the toneholes as they should due to dimensional 
instability.321  Straubinger pads are designed specifically for handmade 
instruments.  The pad cup is designed to keep the pad in place so the pad will 
come down on the tone hole in the exact same place each time.  The pad cup also 
connects the cups to their appropriate companion key or keys.  The stabilizer is 
placed inside of the pad cup to give the pad a firm and flat base to rest on.  Shims 
and washers are placed on top of the stabilizer to make it possible for one portion 
of the pad to protrude more than another if necessary.  Next, a pad support 
cushion, two skins, a washer, and a screw are added to the key cup to complete the 
pad. 
 In the late 1980s, David Straubinger began his search for a more stable 
piccolo pad.  His ideas for the piccolo pad are an extension of the Straubinger 
Flute Pad.322  He writes: 
The Straubinger Piccolo Pad is designed specifically for the piccolo 
and its acoustical needs.  The purpose of my search was to develop a 
pad that was stable dimensionally, had a somewhat soft feel, 
required little attention, and would seal with the lightest touch.  In 
my judgment a properly adjusted pad is one that when touched to the 
tone hole, and before any compression of the cushion, the pad face 
will be touching around the entire rim of the tone hole.  The search 
was for a pad that could be adjusted precisely and one that would 
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Open and Closed G-sharp Keys 
 The controversy between the open and closed G-sharp keys continued into 
the twentieth century.  The open G-sharp key is popular in the former Soviet 
Union, Israel, Germany, Australia, and is popular with some American flutists, 
such as Clement Barone, Hubert Laws, Victor Just, and Fernando Morrone.324  
English flutists Geoffrey Gilbert, William Bennett, Alexander Murray, Gareth 
Morris, and Simon Hunt also use the open G-sharp key.325  However, most 
performers seem to prefer the closed G-sharp key.  DCM 0055 in Figure 4.1 is a 
piccolo in C by Louis Lot from the twentieth century.  This conical cocus piccolo 
in two pieces uses the Boehm system, closed G-sharp key, silver-plated keys and 
ferrules, four ring keys, post and rod with modern-style key cups on ribs, and has 
two headjoints for high and low pitch.326 
 
 
Figure 4.1. DCM 0055: Louis Lot, Piccolo in C, Twentieth Century 
 
Note Facilitators 
 Although there are four note facilitators available to help with flute 
intonation, split-E, split-F-sharp, high C facilitator, and the footjoint lever, only 
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one of these note facilitators has been added to the modern piccolo: the split-E 
mechanism.327  On the flute and piccolo, E3 has a tendency to be too sharp in 
pitch and the sound tends to be weak and unclear since the closed G-sharp key 
was reinstated.  This mechanism, an idea first created by Boehm but never instated 
by him, makes E3 speak easily and allows the A and G-sharp keys to work 
independently.328  E3 did not cause these problems for the flutes with open G-
sharp keys, so Boehm never needed to explore this option.329  With the assistance 
of Paul Taffanel, Djalma Julliot added the split-E mechanism to the closed G-
sharp flutes in 1895.  As explained by Carolyn Nussbaum in her 1994 thesis The 
Flute: The Mechanical Improvements on the Body of the Orchestral Instrument 
Since 1847: 
When playing a closed G-sharp flute, the venting of the G-sharp hole 
is operated solely by the A hole; therefore, when playing E3, the G-
sharp hole must be kept open.  The ideal situation is to have the G-
sharp hole closed and the A hole open.  The necessity is to duplicate 
the action of the open G-sharp on a closed G-sharp flute.  The split-E 
mechanism is connected with R2, which covers the G-sharp hole so 
that the A and G-sharp keys move separately.  This allows the G-




The high G-sharp mechanism eliminates the necessity to employ an 
alternate fingering when playing the high G-sharp.  This innovative mechanism 
adjusts the venting height of both thumb keys and when the G-sharp lever is 
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pressed, increasing the clarity and stability of high G-sharp.  The G-sharp 
mechanism is included on Hammig piccolo models 650/3, 650/4, and 651/4.331 
Plateau Keys 
 On the modern piccolo, only one type of key structure is available, known 
as plateau keys, or the closed, American style.  Like the plateau keys used on 
some modern flutes, the piccolo plateau keys have a solid surface.332  Unlike the 
flute, the piccolo currently does not have the option for the perforated key system.  
This open, French style has five keys with open centers for L2, L3, R1, R2, and 
R3.  If this system were introduced to the piccolo, adjustments would have to be 
made to the piccolo for extra venting of the perforated keys.  This venting would 
allow flat notes to be brought up to the appropriate pitch and would create many 
opportunities for avant-garde composers to write extended techniques for the 
piccolo, including quarter-tones, multiphonics, and glissandos.333  Although 
plateau keys are more convenient for a person with smaller hands, the perforated 
keys help enforce proper hand position and, therefore, better technique.334 
Open-Hole Quartertone Piccolo 
 In 1992 at the National Flute Association Convention, University of 
California at San Diego faculty member John Fonville approached flutemakers 
with an idea for an open-hole quartertone piccolo.  Fonville felt there was 
potential in experimenting with an open-hole piccolo with two additional 
quartertone keys.  According to Fonville perfect quartertones could be produced if 
                                                           
331 Philip Hammig, “Piccolo Models,” Philip Hammig Piccolos, http://www.hammig.com/ 
(accessed April 12, 2010). 
332 Carolyn Nussbaum, “The Flute: The Mechanical Improvements on the Body of the Orchestral 
Instrument Since 1847” (master’s thesis, University of North Texas, 1994), 17. 
333 Ibid., 18. 
334 Ibid., 19. 
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holes were cut directly through the cork pad.  His invention would allow the 
addition of twentieth century extended techniques to the piccolo repertoire, such 
as microtonal effects and glissandi.335  
Because Boehm perfected and expanded upon existing key 
mechanisms that allowed players to open and close multiple keys by 
transferring motion to distant keys through axles and rods, modern 
flutes can now operate twenty-two keys with just nine fingers.  
Modern flutemakers have continued to develop these ideas by adding 
more keys and mechanisms, such as the Kingma system flute 
produced by Brannen Brothers, which can play a complete 
quartertone scale and a full range of extended techniques, as well as 
the standard Boehm fingerings.  Flute construction continues to 
reflect the demands of composers as it did in the past.336  
 
Although Fonville’s open-hole piccolo has an interesting design and would 
provide twentieth century composers and performers with unique repertoire 
possibilities, flutemakers have not applied this design to their piccolos to date. 
Tube Extensions 
 Through the years makers have experimented with other fingering 
systems, even though the Boehm system piccolo is most in use today.  Chicago 
maker Nicholas Alberti made a transposable piccolo from C to D-flat with a 
British patent in 1914.  Alberti’s piccolo appears to be the same as the Boehm 
system externally, but it has oblong keys and a thin metal tube permanently 
attached to the headjoint.  Slightly longer than the body of the piccolo, this metal 
tube contains all the holes of the normal Boehm piccolo and an extra hole.  The 
manipulation of the tube and headjoint changes the placement of air by changing 
the oblong shape of the keyholes.  When the headjoint and tube are pushed in the 
                                                           
335 Therese M. Wacker, “The Piccolo in the Chamber Music of the Twentieth Century: An 
Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works” (D.M.A. diss, The Ohio State University, 2000), 30. 
336 Sandra Graef, “Boehm and Cooper Invented Enduring Flute Improvements,” Flute Talk 23, no. 
10 (July/August 2000): 19. 
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piccolo is pitched in D-flat, and when they are pulled out the piccolo is pitched in 
C.337  
Low C Foot 
 Haynes made another piccolo with a low C foot between 1917 and 1938.  
This silver piccolo was pictured in the Haynes Company catalogues from 1917 to 
1919, although the ledger does not show record of this piccolo.  William S. 
Haynes, Jr. verified the existence of this instrument in 1938.338   
Old System  
 In some cases old system piccolos were still made in the twentieth century.  
An anonymous piccolo in C was made at the turn of the twentieth century with a 
simple system (DCM 0056).  It has six nickel-silver keys and ferrules (twelve 
keys with the principal rank fingerholes covered with keys), post and rod with 
modern-style key cups, two sections, and a tuning slide in the headjoint.  This 
conical piccolo is made of a dark wood that has been lacquered.339  The piccolo in 
C in Figure 4.2 DCM 0116 was made by Emil Rittershausen c.1908-1921.  This 
grenadilla, cylindrical piccolo uses the old system and has a nickel-silver cap, 
twelve nickel keys with modern-style key cups (six covering the principal rank 
fingerholes), and ferrules.  It also has post and rod, mounted ribs, two sections, 
and a tuning slide in the head.340   
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Figure 4.2. DCM 0116: Emil Rittershausen, Piccolo in C, c.1908-1921 
 
Combination System (Old and Boehm) 
 The old system and Boehm system were still combined on occasion during 
the twentieth century.  DCM 0312 piccolo in C was made by Alfredo Casoli in 
Milan c.1906-1926.  This piccolo uses the old system of fingering, but imitates the 
Boehm system.  Most of the key work is mounted on ribs in two extended parallel 
rod systems looking not unlike a Boehm or other modern system piccolo 
mechanism.  This rosewood piccolo is in two sections and has silver keys and 
ferrules.341 
C-sharp Trill Key 
 The C-sharp trill key is an optional key that was first added to the piccolo 
in 1863 by Louis Lot.  In 1909 it received a patent by Mme. Cornelie Villedieu 
Laubé in France.342  The C-sharp trill key is located between the small D/D-sharp 
trill keys and the thumb keys and is controlled with a side lever by R1.  The 
additional trill key simplifies several trill combinations and provides an additional 
trill for G3/A3 by combining it with the C/D trill lever.343  Although this key is not 
usually found on modern piccolos, one American maker, James Keefe, has 
                                                           
341 Ibid. 
342 Carolyn Nussbaum, “The Flute: The Mechanical Improvements on the Body of the Orchestral 
Instrument Since 1847” (master’s thesis, University of North Texas, 1994), 11. 
343 Ibid., 11-12. 
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revived this key for the piccolo. Keefe and his C-sharp trill key are discussed in 
further detail in Chapter 5.   
Rubber Inserts (c.1985) 
 Because makers worry about the wood cracking while drilling holes in 
piccolos, many have started gluing rubber inserts into the body where the tone 
holes are subsequently cut.  A one-piece wood body is superior, but using rubber 
inserts can result in good pad seats too.  However, rubber inserts could fall out 
when the wood expands in the humid summer months and contracts in the dry 
winter months.  With a completely wood piccolo, there is never a danger of tone 
holes leaking or rubber inserts falling out because the instrument swells and 
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 Today the United States has surpassed Europe and houses the leading flute 
and piccolo makers in the world.  Many of these makers also specialize in the 
design and continued development of the piccolo. 
Burkart Piccolos 
 In order to craft Burkart piccolos, Boston maker Lillian Burkart345 selects 
the world’s finest African grenadilla.  After the wood is selected it is aged, cured, 
turned, and drilled.  Once the wood is properly treated it has acoustical warmth, 
stability, and proper hardness and density.  Key work, ribs, and posts are made of 
solid sterling silver or 14-karat gold.  The precision and craftsmanship ensure 
stability, longevity, and low maintenance.346  The ergonomic mechanism consists 
of a slightly offset G, subtle modifications to the right hand and the D-sharp lever 
position, and new engineering of the thumb keys.  These modifications aid 
comfort and technical facility for players with all hand sizes.347 
All Burkart piccolos come with a split-E mechanism that can be 
disengaged for the G3 to A3 trill.  The high G-sharp facilitator is activated when 
the player fingers a G-sharp3 and eliminates the need for two right-hand fingers 
                                                           
345 Burkart-Phelan, Inc. was founded in 1982 in Boston, MA by Lillian Burkart and James Phelan 
while they were both employees of the Verne Q. Powell Company.  The company was originally 
founded to provide outside subcontract services to Powell for the manufacture of piccolos. 
346 Burkart-Phelan, Inc., “Burkart Piccolos,” Burkart Flutes & Piccolos, 




while producing high G-sharp.  However, it does not inhibit the production of 
C4.348 
 In 2007, Lillian Burkart developed a piccolo scale that improved 
intonation without compromising the full, flute-like sound of her piccolos by 
modifying tone holes and the bore.  D1 is no longer flat, D2 is no longer sharp, G2 
is no longer sharp, and the intonation of B2, C-sharp2, and D3 were improved.  
The lower register is more resonant, and F-sharp3 and B3 speak more easily.  The 
updated scale was showcased at the 2007 National Flute Association Convention 
and received many compliments.349  Straubinger pads are standard on Burkart 
piccolos.  However, cork pads are still used for trill keys and the G-sharp key. 
Burkart piccolos come in several model choices.  The Custom Model is a 
handmade model with traditional Y-shaped arms attaching the key cups of all 
keys.  The Deluxe Model is another handmade model made with French-style 
pointed arms attaching the key cups to all closed hole keys.350  Burkart offers 
several different headjoint styles, and Lillian Burkart oversees all headjoint cuts.  
The Modified Wave headjoint has a lower back wall where the chin rests and a 
slightly higher front wall or blowing edge.  This style offers a rich, clean, 
projecting tone with easy dynamic control, focused low register, and excellent 
articulation.  The Burkart Model headjoint has slightly overcut sides and a 
rectangular shape for an open, “flute-like” sound and extreme dynamic and color 
fluctuation.  The Clarion Model headjoint has a relatively small embouchure hole, 





rounded edges, and is reminiscent of early French and German piccolos.351  The 
gold piccolo headjoint is available in one custom style, has a dark and mellow 
sound, and articulates like the flute.352 
 To celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Burkart Flute and Piccolo 
Company, Lillian Burkart built the limited edition Lillian Burkart Piccolo the 
XXV.  The piccolos and headjoints are made from fifty year-old grenadilla from 
Burkart’s personal collection.  The Lillian Burkart Piccolo-the XXV featured in 
Figure 5.1 is a deluxe model with an engraved headjoint, the new 2007 scale, and 
a G-sharp facilitator. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Lillian Burkart Limited Edition XXV Piccolo in C 
 
Burkart and Phelan Piccolos 
 Lillian Burkart and James Phelan also use grenadilla for their Burkart and 
Phelan piccolos.  These instruments are also professionally made piccolos with the 
Burkart scale, acoustically engineered tone holes, a conical bore, sterling silver 
keys, gold springs, and quality “SOUND” pads, which are custom made for 
Burkart and Phelan piccolos.  The split-E mechanism can be added at an 
additional charge for enhancement of the response of E3.  The Standard headjoint 




is commonly sold with the Burkart and Phelan piccolos, but the wave style and 
precious metal headjoints can be substituted at an additional charge.353 
Hammig Piccolos 
 Handmade piccolos of superior design have been made in the Philipp 
Hammig354 workshop for over 200 years.  Hammig piccolos are offered in the 
standard pitch of A=442, but other tunings are available by special order.  The 
Hammig Scale reveals balance in intonation and an easy response in all registers 
of the piccolo.  Straubinger pads and the split-E mechanism are standard on all 
Hammig piccolos. The Hammig Cut headjoint is resistant for color and a powerful 
sound with depth and projection in all registers.  The Modified Wave headjoint 
offers a focused, rich sound, and a wide dynamic range.  The Modified Wave Thin 
headjoint has thinner walls than the Modified Wave headjoint with a raised 
embouchure plate.  This allows for stability, clarity, and flexibility.355 
Hammig piccolos are currently available in three models.  The 650/2 and 
650/3 Models have a mechanism constructed of nickel-silver heavily coated with 
pure silver.  The mechanism of the 650/4 is made of solid sterling silver.  All 
models come standard with the split-E mechanism and French style pointed arms 
attaching the trill, G-sharp and D-sharp keys.  Additionally, all models with the 
exception of the 650/2 Model, feature a G-sharp3 mechanism to enhance the 
                                                           
353 Ibid. 
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production of this note.356  Model 650/2 has a mechanism constructed of nickel-
silver that is heavily coated with pure silver, Straubinger pads, and is handmade 
with grenadilla.  Headjoint options include Hammig Cut, Modified Wave, and 
Modified Wave Thin.357 
 The mechanism of Model 650/3 is also constructed of nickel-silver and 
heavily coated with pure silver.  This model is handmade with grenadilla, uses 
Straubinger pads, has the same headjoint options, and features the G-sharp and 
split-E mechanisms.358  Model 650/4 has the same headjoint options, Straubinger 
pads, is handmade of grenadilla, and features a solid sterling silver mechanism 
with the G-sharp and split-E mechanisms.  As Figure 5.2 shows, this piccolo can 
also be made from cocus wood.359  
  
 
Figure 5.2. Philipp Hammig Piccolo in C 
 
Keefe Piccolos 
 Keefe Piccolos360 are made in both grenadilla and Caribbean cocus wood 
(Brya ebenus), which is carefully selected for the best acoustical and mechanical 
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360 Like many of the finest flute and piccolo makers in the United States, the Keefe Piccolo 
Company is located in Boston, MA.  James Keefe began his piccolomaking career at Brannen 
Brothers in 1978.  Keefe has made several innovations in headjoint and mechanical design, 
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foundation.  Both woods are fine grain and resistant to moisture to avoid cracking.  
Grenadilla produces a rich, dark sound while cocus is considered more resonant 
and slightly brighter in tone.361 
 Keefe piccolos are built with a bridged mechanism to reduce friction and 
maintenance.  This is a pinless mechanism for main-line keys that uses bridge rods 
to transfer motion between the keys.  Keefe piccolos also come equipped with a 
C-sharp trill mechanism (U.S. Patent 7,394,007B2), as Figure 5.3 demonstrates, 
for trill simplicity of all standard trills found on the flute, including the G3/A3 
trill.362  The C-sharp trill is one of the most useful options on the flute, producing 
at least six trills that are otherwise awkward and out of tune.  On the conical 
piccolo, the high G/A trill is nearly impossible because the normal flute trill 
fingerings do not produce a true A and the only fingering that does produce a true 
A is too awkward for most players.  Keefe’s C-sharp trill has become very popular 
as it produces all of the flute trills and several more.  According to James Keefe,   
Until now, when asked to trill high G to A, piccolo players have had 
the option of choosing from a number of problematic fingerings, or 
simply trilling from G to G-sharp.  To produce the G/A trill, we have 
added a key that allows the player to trill the G-Sharp key in 
combination with the C-sharp trill key (this G-sharp trill key is 
operated by R1).  Trilling the G-sharp/C-sharp trill mechanism in 
combination with the upper trill key produces a true G/A trill.363 
 
 
                                                           
including the C-sharp trill key.  He has dedicated his career to meeting the needs of piccolo players 
today. 
361 Keefe Piccolo Company, “Keefe Piccolos,” Keefe Piccolo Company, 





Figure 5.3. James Keefe Piccolo in C 
 
For players who wish to improve the response of the high E, the split-E 
mechanism and the split-E insert in the tone hole under the lower G key are both 
available.  Well over half of the performers who purchase Keefe piccolos request 
the split-E mechanism option, which restores the correct venting on the closed G-
sharp piccolo to venting that Boehm originally designed for the flute with the open 
G-sharp key.  In order to improve response of the high G-sharp without the 
addition of the second and third fingers of the right hand, the high G-sharp 
facilitator, also known as the half-closing thumb key can be added.  On the keys 
below the water line, such as the trill keys, thumb key, and G-sharp key, cork pads 
are always used, but the main-line keys are padded with felt.  Cork padding on the 
main-line keys is also available as an option.364  
Keefe piccolos also come with a Brossa F-sharp key, which allows one to 
close the F-sharp key independently of the other right hand keys.  It consists of a 
small touch piece that is located to the right of the D key and is operated by R3.  
Its principal use is to avoid cross fingerings in the right hand.  For example, when 
slurring E to F-sharp to G, instead of lifting R1 and R2 while closing R3, one 
could play the E with R1 and R2 plus R3 on the Brossa F-sharp.  To slur from E to 
                                                           
364 Ibid. 
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F-sharp, R1 and R2 would then be raised while keeping the Brossa F-sharp 
depressed.  R3 would then be raised to slur from F-sharp to G.  Some players also 
find the Brossa F-sharp useful for improving the response of the high F-sharp. 
Choosing the right headjoint is really important because the headjoint is 
the heart of the instrument.  Keefe encourages his customers to try multiple 
headjoints before purchasing their piccolo, and he gives customers one year to 
exchange their headjoint if they so choose.  Keefe headjoints are also available in 
a variety styles including the traditional, which provides a rich, dark, and focused 
sound; the modern with a sharper blowing edge providing a quicker response and 
a dark sound; the classic with the larger embouchure hole that produces more 
resistance and the darkest sound; and finally the custom, which allows the makers 
to work with the players to make headjoints to other specifications when the 
designs Keefe normally offers do not meet their needs.365  
Powell Piccolos 
 While the orchestral repertoire makes many demands on the piccolo, the 
players depend on instruments to confidently produce a strong, colorful sound that 
is in tune on the high note of Dmitri Shostakovich’s (1906-1975) Symphony No. 8 
(1943) while projecting in the low passages of Maurice Ravel’s (1875-1937) 
Mother Goose Suite (1908-1911).  Powell piccolos produce a dark, lyrical tone 
that makes the instrument sound like and extension of the flute.366 
 Powell’s handmade piccolos are available in two choices of wood and two 
choices of precious metal work.  Powell uses grenadilla or kingwood from Brazil 
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for the body and sterling silver or 9-karat rosegold for the mechanism, which 
comes with the split-E mechanism.  The headjoints are traditional with a profiled 
embouchure where the lip plate is carved from the wood and a wave embouchure 
can also be ordered.367 
 The new signature piccolo features aged grendilla for the body and 
headjoint, the Powell scale, sterling silver mechanism and rings, conical bore, tone 
hole undercutting by hand to enhance ease of playing and resonance, Pisoni Star 
Pads, and is pitched at A=442.  The split-E mechanism is available at an 





 As piccolo makers strive for new technical advances, the composer 
increases demand on the piccolo and the performer.  While new models for the 
piccolo were introduced, old models continued to be used and written about in 
treatises, catalogues, and tutors for many years.  As long as instruments were 
being purchased, makers would include these models in their catalogues and 
continue to produce all systems of piccolos and flutes to meet and satisfy the 
demands of all of their customers.369  While comparing the development of the 
piccolo with the development of the flute, it can be noted that the physical 
introduction of a particular model piccolo lagged significantly behind the 
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introduction of the same model flute.  Since it took composers, treatises, and 
method books years to accept and utilize each new instrument, the gap between 
the development of the flute and piccolo continued to grow.370 
 As the piccolo continues to flourish as a solo instrument and a significant 
component of the orchestral repertoire, this document should lead to further 
research in regard to the piccolo.  There are several topics relating to the piccolo 
yet to be explored, such as a social history of the piccolo, a survey of solo 
literature, chamber literature or opera literature, the use of the small transverse 
flute in iconography, and continued study of instrument makers.  The piccolo is a 
beautiful instrument, and hopefully this document will encourage research and 
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Ad: R. Oswald Adler 
Al: Nicholas Alberti 
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B:  Theobald Boehm 
Ba: E. Baack 
Bar: Barnett Samuel & Son 
Bc: Buffet, Crampon & Co. 
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Ber: C. Berteling 
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Camp: Camp 
Ch: A. Charly 
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Ci: H. Meunier & Cie 
Cl: Clementi & Co. 
Cli: Clinton & Co. 
Clo: George Cloos 
Co: Collard & Co. 
Col: M.H. Colonieu & Co. 
Con: C.G. Conn 
D: Dobner & Consort 
Da: T. Dawkins 
E: Evette & Schaeffer 
Eu: Euler 
F: Firth, Son & Co. 
Fe: Felchlin 
Fi: Firth, Hall & Pond 
G: Clair Godfroy ainé 
Ga: Gautie, P & fils, Toulouse 
Gau: Gautrot aine 
Go: Goulding & D’Almaine 








Hay: J.C. Haynes & Co. 




He:  Herrouard Pere et Fils 
Hec: Wilhelm Heckel 
Her: Herouard freres 
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M: William Meinl 
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Mai: P. Maino 
Me: H.F. Meyer 
Mea: J. & H. Meachim 
Met: C. Metzler 
Mi: J.A. Mils 
Ml: Mlingu 
Mo: Monzani [& Hill?] 
O: Osmanek 
P: Henry August Pollman 
Pa: G.C. Payne 
Par: Parker 
Pe: Penzel and Mueller 
Pi: E. Piana 
Pia: P. Piana 
Pie: Pierrat 
Po: H. Pohlman 
Pot: Potter & Co. 
Pr: T. Prowse 
Pra: Pratten 
R: Renab 
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Re: Ruckert  
Ri: Emil Rittershausen 
Ro: C.H. Roth 
Ru: Rudall, Carte & Co. 
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S: Moses Slater 
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BH: Black Horn Rings 
BK: Brass Keys 
BL: Blackwood 
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R: Rosewood 
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S: Silver 
SF: Silver Fittings 
Sfe: Silver Ferrules 
SP: Silver Plated 
SS: Sterling Silver 
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U: Unknown 
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#: 1867 System 
A: Artist Model 
B: Boehm System 
Br: Briccialdi System 
BW: Boston Wonder 
C: Crosby Model 
Cl: Clinton’s Equisonant System 
Co: Columbia Model 
M: Military Model 
Me: Meyer System 
NB: Non-Boehm System 
P: Professional Model 
Pa: Pratten System 
S: Simple System 
US: U.S. Army Fife
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